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Briggs seeks to buy mower maker
BRENTWOOD,Tenn.(AP)— Briggs &
Stratton Corp. has the inside track to purchase the bankrupt lawn mower manufacturer, Murray Inc.
Murray, based in Brentwood, said in a
statement Tuesday that the two companies
have negotiated a purchase price of $150
million, plus the value of Murray's real
estate, for the Murray group of companies
The group includes Murray Inc.; the
wholly owned subsidiary Murray Canada;
and a sister company, Hayter Ltd.. in the
United Kingdom.
Murray is operating under Chapter 11
bankruptcy rules, having filed for bankruptcy protection Nov. 8.
Briggs & Stratton, based in Milwaukee,
is the world's largest producer of air-cooled
gasoline engines for outdoor power equipment.
The company has a plant in Murray, Ky.
Murray Inc. makes lawn mowers, lawn
tractors, snow throwers and other consumer
outdoor power equipment products. It

Production ceases at Mayfield tire plant
MAYFIELD, Ky.(AP)— Production at the Continental Tire plant was hatted a week
earlier than union leaders had anticipated as hundreds of workers filed out of the plant
amid heavier-than-normal security.
Continental announced in June that plant production would be suspended indefinitely by Dec. 31 but had not given a specific date for the layoffs. Plant manager Hank
Eisenga announced Wednesday that the furloughs were effective immediately.
The layoffs cover 650 hourly and 80 salaried employees, and all will be paid
through the holidays, he said. About 200 workers will remain in mixing and warehousing — about 30 more than Continental had protected, Eisenga said.
Continental has called the 44-year-old Mayfield plant its most expensive factory to
operate. Union leaders say they expect most of the work to shift to a Mexican plant
with much cheaper labor.
employs approximate! 1,400 workers,
1,200 of them at a plant in Lawrenceburg,
Tenn.
U.S. Bankruptcy Court in Nashville on
Tuesday set Jan. 18 as the auction date for
Murray.
"When we filed for protection, we
pledged to continue serving our customers at
Murray's traditionally high standards,"

Murray President Alan Shaw said in a statement released by the company. "We are
doing that as the process of executing a successful sale of the company continues."
Briggs & Stratton announced last month
that it was negotiating to buy some Murray
assets. Briggs & Stratton employs 7,000 and
has projected fiscal 2004 sales of $1.9 billion.

Murray women witness 1-24 shootout

9

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times Photo

The Grinch moms to be up to his dirty tricks a little
early this Christmas apassonuss he is caught in the
chimney of a house near the intersection of 16th and
Sycamore streets Thursday morning.

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Perhaps a co-worker of
Murray's LeAnn Napier said it
best. When it came to discussing
how one's day went Tuesday,
the story Napier and close friend
Krista Crass had to tell easily
won the prize in their hometown. Then again, it probably
would have been tops just about
anywhere.
Simply traveling to Paducah
for what was to have been a fun
shopping trip between girlfriends. Napier and Crass
became witnesses_ to a shootout
when Kentucky"' State Police
troopers stopped a bank robbery
suspect on Interstate 24 in
McCracken County.

The two ladies had been trayeling in Crass' Ford Focus
wagon. when they had to slow
because of KSP cars blocking
the roadway before eventually
executing a traffic stop just east
of Exit 16 near the Reidland
community. And for Crass and
Napier, their view was especially too close for comfort, just
three cars behind KSP units,
"We were trying to figure out
what was going on. Then the
next thing I'm hearing is Krista
say,'Oh my gosh. they're drawing their weapons!" said
Napier, who joined bar close
frientkin crouching as far under
the front dashboard of Crass' car
as possible as troopers fired
shots at a Pontiac Trans-Am
containing 39-year-old Norman

A. Springs
of Salem.
Reports
the
say
movement
of a gun
f r o m
Springs' passenger seat
caused the
Napier
shooting to
begin just 50
feet in front
of the ternf ied
Murray ans.
The gunfight
ended within
.
five minutes 011
with Springs
fatally
injured from
Crass

what is believed to be a selfinflicted wound.
"It was just like a movie. It
was just unreal. I don't care to
ever see anything like that
again," Napier said.
Troopers were following the
Trans-Am, driven by 30-yearold Bobbie Jo Vaughn of
Paducah, after spotting it on 1-24
in Livingston County, just minutes after it had been reported as
the possible getaway vehicle in a
robbery of the BB&T Bank
Lake City branch.
Napier and Crass said they
first noticed something was odd
then they had to slow their
speed as the two KSP cruisers,
one in each of the westbound

•See Page 2

Cooperation behind training house burn Commission

^

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Practice makes perfect and
cooperation really can help a
community.
Twenty-seven Murray firefighters participated in hands-on
training Tuesday night when
they controlled the burning
down of a two-story house at
701 Poplar St. to make room for
the Weaks Center parking
expansion project.
Calloway County officials
needed the house razed and
Murray Fire Chief Ricky
Stewart saw an opportunity for
training, especially for the
departments eight newer firefighters. Of the MFD's 33 firemen, five have a year of experience and three have been with
the department for four months.
Ladder, search and rescue,
hose and safety training was
taught on the scene Tuesday. "It
was just general knowledge stuff
we were trying to teach, but if
you've never had fire fighting
experience it's important,"
Stewart said. "It's just hands-on
experience we need. You don't
get that adrenaline rush sitting in
a classroom. You don't feel the
heat from 75 feet away mil see it
so high in the sky."
The federal Environmental
Protection Agency limits departments to three such burns a year.
Stewart, who has been with
MFD since 1978, said Murray
Fire Department's last burn like
the one of Poplar Street was a
few years ago when a house
needed to be razed for O'Reilly
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Auto Parts to build on 12th
Street.
The Poplar Street parking
project has been a community
effort. Murray Electric Systems
cut trees back from nearby
power lines to eliminate that
risk. The county has hired someone to haul away brush and
other remains while the fire
department saved the county at
least $4,000 by burning the
house. Had the house — which
had been stripped of shutters,
carpeting and vinyl flooring —
not be burned down, Stewart
said it would have to be hauled
away to a landfill.
"It was wonderful the way
they pitched in to help out." said
Eric Kelleher. director of the
Senior Citizens Center, which is
housed in the Weaks Center.
And Kelleher and other
Weaks Center staff helped the
firemen keep warm when they
weren't near the blaze by providing hot chocolate and coffee.
Looking around at the scene
Wednesday afternoon. Calloway
Comity Judge-Executive Larry
Elkins stood on the remains of a
porch."We can haul a lot of this
off ourselves," he said, pausing
to notice the remaining concrete.
"This is easier to haul."
Nearly $50,000 in private
donations have come to the
county for the Weaks Center
project. The county has provided additional money from the
U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development by selling certain houses, Elkins said.

•See Page 2

mulling B&B,
cell tower issues
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
The planning commissioners ha% e some things to think about
before next month's meeting. The Murray Planning Commission
is considering two ordinance proposals. One addresses bed and
breakfast requirements and the other deals with cellular antenna
tower regulations. Neither subject is addressed in current city
ordinances.
The commission will consider both proposed ordinance at its
Jan. 11 meeting. Neither is official until it has been approved by
the commission and then forward to the Murray City Council.
which must approve ordinances on two readings.
Prompted by a request in October. the city's planning staff
realized the ordinance was unclear about bed and breakfast facilities and whether they would be allowed with a conditional use
permit in residential districts. That earlier request was made to
the Board of Zoning Adjustments, which approves and rejects
applications that vary from existing city ordinances.
City Planner Candace Dowdy said bed and breakfasts would
usually be found in single-family residential areas in owner-occupied homes.
"We've tried not to make this very complicated," she told the
planning commissioners at their meeting Tuesday."We want it to
be simple. but we want it to address everything that might come

Photos provided

These Murray Fire Department photos show firefighters
prepping the Poplar Street house for a controlled burn
Tuesday night.

what matters:
is the bottom-line results;
the lives we change;
the communities we shape.
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up.
During the meeting, there was discussion about whether a bed
and breakfast would be considered a home occupation, which
does not require a business license, or an actual business.
Commissioners later decided, especially because of the traffic
anticipated in and out of such homes, that bed and breakfasts
would better be classified as businesses.
The proposed ordinance also addresses parking requirements,
sign allowances, landscaping screening and room rental restrictions. "We still have some bugs to work out, hut that's why we
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Murray State University will Joseph Crawford, Bachelor of
honor its most recent graduates Science in Nursing; Maurice
on Saturday. Dec. 18, at 10 a.m., Crump, Bachelor of Science in
at the Regional Special Events Business, Russel D'Cunha,
Center. The event marks the uni- Bachelor of Science in
versity's
seventh
annual Business; Elizabeth Davis,
Commencement. Bachelor of Science; Jacque
December
August 2004 graduates and Day, Bachelor of Science in
December 2004 graduation can- Nursing: Bradley Duncan,
didates will be recognized at the Bachelor of Science in
Dunn,
official mid-year ceremony.
Ashley
Business;
Additional details can be Bachelor of Arts; Russell Dunn,
viewed online at www.mur- Associate of Science; Lenora
raystate.edu. Guests planning to Ehrsam, Bachelor of Arts;
attend who will need special Mancell Elam. Master of
assistance should call(270)762- Science; Mikael Farris, Master
3744 for more information or e- of Science; Rebecca Field,
to Bachelor of Science; Joshua
mail
questions
Florea, Bachelor of Science in
graduation@murraystate.edu.
According to information Business; Dana Fristoe Potts,
from the registrar's office, a total Bachelor of Science; Tsegmid
of 803 students have applied for Gantugs, Master of Science;
degrees at the end of the fall Ashley Gibson, Bachelor of
2004 semester. The following Science in Business; Lori
individuals from Calloway Glore, Bachelor of Science;
Gongora, Master of
are
among
the Dario
County
December graduation appli- Business Administration; David
Gordon, Master of Science;
cants:
Joshua Adkins, Bachelor of Teresa Gore, Master of
Science;
Adlich, Science; James Graves,
Brian
Bachelor of Science; Mawuli Bachelor of Science; Rhiannon
Agbovi. Bachelor of Science; Green, Bachelor of Science;
Koji 4iba, Associate of Austin Groves. Bachelor of
Science!' Basheir
Al-Rei. Science; Renardo Hampton,
Master of Science; Lydia Master of Science; Lisa
Barrow, Bachelor of Science; Hanberry, Associate of Arts;
Philip BazZell, Associate of John Haney, Bachelor of
Darra
Benson, Science in Agriculture; Jason
Science;
Master or Arts in Education; Henson, Bachelor of Science;
Steve Boehmer, Associate of Lisa Herndon, Associate of
Horne,
Jason
Carden, Science;
Laura
Science:
Bachelor of Arts in Business; Bachelor of Science in
Nathan Carman. Baehelor of Agriculture; Ju-Ping Huang,
Cecil. Bachelor of Arts; Jennifer
Amanda
Science;
Bachelor of Science in Hughes, Bachelor of Science;
Cecil. Melissa Isbell, Associate of
Nursing; Benjamin
Bachelor of Science in Science; Katrina Jackson.
Business; Matthew Clemson, Master of Science; Tabitha
Bachelor of Arts in Business; Jones, Bachelor of Science:
Kerry Colson, Bachelor of Min-Kyo Jung, Bachelor of
Science: Jeremy Conder, Music: Matthew Keel, Bachelor
Bachelor of Science; Barry of Science in Business;
Cooper, Bachelor of Science; Stephen Keene. Bachelor of
Science; Muhammad Khan,
of
Master
Business
Administration; Monica King,
Bachelor of Science in
Due to a pagination error, a
Business; Donald Klukan,
quote
by
Murray
line from a
Bachelor of Science; Katherine
of
Independent
Board
Konrad, Bachelor of Science;
chair
Richard
Education
Jui Chun Kuo, Master of Arts;
Crouch appeared below the
Alan Lanier, Master of Public
Town Crier and weather inforAccountacy; Jody Lankford,
mational boxes on page 2 of
Master of Science; Ji-Sun Lee,
Wednesday's Murray Ledger &
Master of Arts; Pattraranee
Times. The full quote is as folLimphong, Master of Science;
lows:
Yi-Chun
Lin, Master of
"We, as board members. Science; Tammy Linn Lovett,
Bachelor of Science; Chisala
apologize to the Calloway
Lwali. Bachelor of Science In
board members as well as to the
Agriculture; Graham Lynch,
community." Crouch said."We
Bachelor of Science; Jeffery
were astounded and had no idea
Martin, Master of Science;
those numbers were wrong.
Joshua Martin, Bachelor of
We're talking very significantly
Science; Daniel Matheny,
wrong. We'd like the communiBachelor of Science; Channa
ty to support us through this.
McCormick, Bachelor of Social
Work; Bill McKibben, Master of
for
Ledger
apologizes
The
Arts; Marcie Mendenhall.
any confusion.
Bachelor of Science; Alex

Clarification

Flex Account Insurance?

Mitchell, Bachelor of Science;
Joshua Mitchell, Master of
Administration;
Public
Mohammad,
Mohammad
Bachelor of Science; Ernest
Morris, Master of Science;
Joshua Morris, Bachelor of
Science; Heminigild Mpundu,
of
Business
Master
Catherine
Administration;
Nyinyi, Bachelor of Science in
Agriculture; Jennifer ParrishLamb, Associate of Arts;
Patterson,
Michelle
Bachelor of Science; Tommy
Bachelor
of
Patterson,
Polk,
Joshua
Science;
Bachelor of Arts; Darren Price,
Bachelor of Science; Joshua
Price, Master of Business
Mary
Administration;
of
Bachelor
Ragsdale,
Science; Aubrey Relf, Master
of Science; Jerry Roberts,
Bachelor of Science; Emily
Bachelor
of
Robertson,
Robinson,
Rita
Science;
Bachelor of Arts in Business;
Master of
Jason Roethle,
Administration;
Business
Roochirachagon,
Sarotpan
Master of Arts; Joshua Rose,
Master of Science; Suzan
Rotterman,
Associate
of
Science; Tantiwa Sangkawat,
Oaster of Science; Corey
Schneider, Master of Science;
Margaret Semrau, Bachelor of
Fine Arts; Erica Shoulders,
Bachelor of Science; Satinder
Sidhu, Bachelor of Science;
Dorothy Stemmer, Master of
Arts; Alison Smith, Bachelor of
Smith,
Science;
Joshua
Bachelor of Science; Deborah
in
Sparks,
Specialist
Education; James Stark,
Bachelor of Science; HsienWen Su, Bachelor of Science;
Hung-Wen Su, Bachelor of
Arts; John Sullivan, Bachelor
of Science; Angela Swatzell,
Bachelor of Science in
Nursing; Richard Tabers,
of
Bachelor
Science;
Subuttama Tantayaphinant,
Master of Science; Susan
Tharpe. Bachelor of Science;
Emily Thomason, Associate of
Arts; Legba Thymour, Bachelor
of Science; Guadalupe Valdes,
of
Master
Business
Administration;
Heather
Watson, Bachelor of Science;
Susan
Weall. Master of
Business Administration: Sheri
Wildey-Troupe, Bachelor of
Science;
Heidi
Williams,
Master of Arts • in Education:
Michael Williams, Bachelor of
Science; Charles Williams II,
Independent
Bachelor of
Wilson,
Studies;
David
Bachelor of Science in
Business; Laura Winchester,
of
Independent
Bachelor
Studies; Olena Yeager, Master
of Arts; Li-Chun Yu, Bachelor
of Science in Business.

DRAFFENVILLE, Ky.(AP)
— Marshall County police were
looking for a $30,000 custommade boat dock that disappeared
from Kentucky Lake.
Construction on the dock was
nearly completed when two
workers left it along the Rocky
Point shoreline tied to two trees
Friday afternoon, Echo Bay
Docks and Lifts owner Gary
Bryan said. When they returned
Monday morning, the dock was
gone.
-The ropes appeared to be cut
and from the size of the dock, it
was probably towed off by a
boat," Sheriff's Detective Kevin
Byars said. -This is an unusual
case. I can't recall one like it
before."
Echo Bay constructs its
docks at the shoreline and then
floats them to the buyer's property.
Bryan is offering a cash
reward for information leading
to the return of the boat dock,
which has light gray decking in
a horseshoe shape outside a 12foot-wide boat slip in the center.
"I believe someone took it
because if a 30-by-34 aluminum
dock was just floating on the
lake, someone surely would
have noticed it by now," Bryan
said. "That dock is something
that would easily be spotted."
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-The first thing we looked at
was if it would be useful for our
programs, but it was in such disrepair,- Elkins said of the house,
which had been vacant for many
years. "This is an extended project, but the next step will be to
level the property and bring in
gravel."
The parking lot, which will
have 50 to 70 spots, will occupy
the north part of the property
and the other portion will remain
undeveloped and have a cityrequired water retention.
Stewart had one complaint
from a resident who lives behind
the Weaks Center. The neighbor
said =bets might have fallen
on his home's roof. But Stewart
said otherwise the training session went well and accomplished its mission, thanks to
cooperation from city residents.
"We are spraying water keeping it controlled as best as possible, but the embers will still get
through there," Stewart said.
"You've got to let it burn."

brought it to you," Dowdy told the commissioners.
Another discussion revolved around cell towers being installed in
Murray. Attorney Mike Pitman said the city is limited in what it can
do with such regulations because of the Federal
Telecommunications Act that ensures qualitj, cell service. The proposal encourages co-location, or locating two more transmission
antennas or related equipment on the same tower, Pitman said. Such
a requirement is the city's proactive approach.
"When the applicant comes in, they'll have to show attempts of
co-location on a church steeple or Murray State or some other tall
building." he told the commissioners. "If they haven't attempted tc
co-locate, then that request will he rejected."
Anyone who constructs a cellular antenna tower will be requirec
to pay a $2,500 application fee, according to the proposal.
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Wednesday while traveling northbound on 12th Street near Main
Street.
Murray State University Police
• The fire alarm at Hester College was activated at 5:27 p.m,
Monday. There was no fire, a student was cooking in a room and
burned the food. A fire report was taken.
• Officers assisted with traffic control at an injury accident on U.S.
641 North across from Helig Meyers at 1:49 p.m. Tuesday.
Murray Police Department, Murray Fire Department and EMS
were on the scene, which was cleared at 2:27 p.m.
• A summons was served to Tienne England of Mayfield at 3:47
p.m. Tuesday at Public Safety. The summons was in reference tc
theft of unlawful taking less than $300
• A stolen vehicle was reported at 4:44 p.m. Tuesday at the
Industrial and Technology Building. A student reported his truck
stolen from a university parking lot. An officer took a report anc
investigated, but the owner later located the vehicle.
• A warning was given to a vehicle owner whose vehicle was not
in a parking space at Lovett Auditorium at 6:11 p.m. Tuesday.
• A resident adviser reported a vehicle parked in front of Clark
College at 641 p.m. Tuesday with the radio playing very loudly.
An officer advised the owner to turn down the music.
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• A caller reported at 4:15 a.m. Tuesday hearing an explosior
then noticing his truck on fire. Calloway County Fire-Rescue was
notified.
•A caller from Cherry Corner Road reported at 4:28 p.m. Tuesday
someone banging on her door and someone leaving a note or
her vehicle. The caller said she believes someone is still arounc
her house. An incident report was filed.
• A trailer fire was reported at 6:57 p.m. Tuesday out Ky. 121
North off Bailey Road. It was a control burn.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies
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after somebody in the woods.
because there is a large WOOded
lanes, followed the suspect vehi- area to the right of the road."
cle before being joined by a pair Napier said, adding that she and
of other police vehicles. Once her friend, though crouched, still
those units arrived, Crass said were able to see nearly everyall the units had their overhead thing that was happening.
blue lights activated, stopping though probably not as well a.5
the vehicle and traffic, and others.
"There was a big semi truck
beginning the standoff.
Crass said as the drama parked to the left of us, and I'm
unfolded in front of her she pretty sure he had a great view
became so frightened that she for it, because he was up highei
completely forgot to put her car than all of us were. We were in
the third car behind the troopers.
in park.
"My first thought was to grab so we did have our view blocked
(Napier's) cell phone," Crass some, but we still saw enough of
said of how she immediately it."
The ladies were kept at the
called her husband, Gary, while
crouching in the driver's seat."I scene for around two hours aftei
just started babbling, but the one the shooting in order to give
thing I remember telling him their statements to what they had
was, 'You've got to talk to me witnessed. But both ladies did
and tell me what I need to do, manage to complete the original
because I don't know. I need mission, arriving
at
the
some advice here!' I was just Kentucky Oaks Mall just before
talking so fast, and I feel so bad 8 p.m., around three hours latet
now because I know this had to than planned.
scare him.
By then, though, the idea of
"But we had nowhere to go." having fun had been replaced by
"At first, when they started exhaustion.
shooting, I thought they were

From Front
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Marshall police PolIceSherifflags
Murray Police Department
investigating
the station to report a theft more than $30c
into
• Someone came
at 9:34 a.m Tuesday.
stolen dock
• Two subjects were reported drag racing at 1208 a.m.
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Judges sets June 2005 deadline to pass state budget
By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
A judge gave Kentucky lawmakers until June 30, 2005 —
the end of the state's current fiscal year — to pass a budget or
spending bill, in a ruling issued
late Wednesday.
Unless there is legislative
approval beyond that, taxpayer
money could only be spent on
"specific essential services,"
Franklin County Circuit Judge
Roger Crittenden said in his ruling. He did not define "essential
services."
"The Executive Spending
Plan expires June 30, 2005, and
absent legislative action, no
public funds shall be expended
from the state Treasury thereafter, with the exception of those
funds demonstrated to be for
limited and specific essential
services," Crittenden said in his
ruling.
The General Assembly
adjourned in April without passing a state budget. Gov. Ernie
Fletcher has been operating state
government on an executive
spending plan since July 1.

Attorney General Greg
Stumbo sued to challenge the
governyr's authority to spend
money without a legislatively
enacted budget.
In his ruling, Crittenden said
it was unconstitutional for the
General Assembly not to appropriate public funds. Further,
Crittenden found that the governor does not have the constitutional authority to spend public
money not legislatively appropriated.
"No matter how well intended, the executive branch cannot
spend state revenues or suspend
statutes without lawful authorization by the legislative
branch," Crittenden wrote.
The ruling upholds the
administration's position that its
spending plans were appropriate
given the lack of a budget from
the legislature, said John Roach.
Fletcher's general counsel. The
administration has "said all
along" it wanted state lawmakers to pass a budget, Roach said.
"It's a very reasoned
approach," Roach said.
There has been no consideration of an appeal by the adminis-

tration, Roach said.
Meanwhile. Stumbo said the
ruling gives breathing room to
Fletcher and the legislature to
work out a budget by the end of
the fiscal year.
"I believe this is a very pragmatic ruling, given the circumstances," Stumbo said.
While Stumbo said he would
like to see the state Supreme
Court weigh in on the topic of a
state budget, the attorney general's office will not seek such an
appeal.
Stumbo said the ruling signifies that in the future, the lack of
a budget could involve real consequences, with a governor having the power to spend money
only on essential services. That
directive should force the legislature and the governor to reach
agreement on future budgets.
"I think it will stop the inaction from ever coming again,"
Stumbo said.
Still, lawmakers seem intent
on passing a state budget next
year, said Senate Majority
RKelly,
Dan
Leader
Springfield.
"With or without this court's

opinion, the individual legislators feel a tremendous responsibility to pass a budget," Kelly
said.
Jody
Speaker
House
Richards, D-Bowling Green,
issued a statement praising the
ruling. Richards said the "House
Democratic majority" also
intends to pass a budget next
year.
"The Kentucky Constitution
is very clear concerning the separation of powers among the
three branches of government
and it is gratifying that Judge
Crittenden has, with this ruling,
underscored this basic framework of our democratic system
of government," Richards stated.
Richard Beliles, state chair
man of the advocacy group
Common Cause, which intervened in the case, said he was
"excited" by Crittenden's ruling.
Kentucky was facing a constitutional crisis that has been
eroding the separation of powers
among the three branches of
government, Bellies said.
Crittenden's ruling forces lawmakers to do their jobs, he said.

House Democratic leader seeks
special session on budget
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A leading• House Democrat
Thursday said Gov. Ernie Fletcher should call a special session of the General Assembly in early 2005 to pass the budget.
House Democratic leader Rocky Adkins said a special session could be held after the organizational part of the 2005 legislature and before it resumes in February.
Adkins told a gathering of the Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce that a budget should be enacted before lawmakers
take up other topics .such as overhauling the state tax code.
Medicaid shortfalls and health insurance for state workers and
teachers.
Sen. Dan Kelly of Springfield, Adkins Republican Senate
counterpart, said he is undecided about a special session
Kelly said he is skeptical it would be successful and he would
prefer a budget and tax changes be considered together
Kelly said a consensus is required before a special session
can be successful and none now exists between Senate
Republicans and House Democrats.
The General Assembly is to begin its 2005 meeting on Jan.
4. Organizational meetings are scheduled the rest of that week
before a Jan. 7 adjournment. The session is to resume on Feb
1.
"I think that a consensus could be reached," Adkins said
after his remarks to the Chamber group.
Odd year sessions of the legislature only began in 2001
and no special session like the one Adkins envisions has ever
been attempted.
Only Fletcher can call a special session, and his office did
not respond immediately Thursday to Adkins' suggestion.

Same-sex marriage amendment judge gave to opponents' catitse
that his office likely won't seek said.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — the Fairness Alliance two years ment that voters approved Nov. questioned."
William Rambicure, who
disqualification.
Graham's
office
general's
attorney
The
that
suit
the
supporting
is
and
2
rememA judge who disclosed he con- ago. He said he couldn't
the lawsuit seeking to void
filed
that
is
position
office's
"Our
Family
was filed Nov. 16 and seeks to and the Kentucky
tributed to a group opposed to ber the amount.
on behalf of
amendment
the
historically
has
Graham
Judge
supported
which
Foundation,
of
One
void.
declared
it
have
Bryan Beauman, a lawyer for
constitutional
Kentucky's
plaintiffs
other
two
and
Wood
we
and
judge,
fair
very
a
been
been
have
amendment banning same-sex Secretary of State Trey Grayson, three plaintiffs in that suit, the amendment,
Boddie of
Thomas
Willie
—
that
anything
do
not
would
the
of
defense
in
join
to
allowed
is
Lexington,
of
marriage has been asked to who is named as a defendant Charlotte Wood
would impugn his ability to be Frankfort and the Rev. Albert M.
suit.
remove himself from hearing a because he must certify the an alliance board member.
Pennybacker of Lexington —
Irvin said.
impartial,"
Family
the
Ostrander,
Kent
Wednesday
Graham said
lawsuit challenging the amend- amendment, said in a statement
he doesn't think Graham's
said
McGaha,
Bernie
Sen.
State
Wednesday night: "We certainly night that when he read the com- Foundation's executive director,
ment.
"automatically rencontribution
sponwho
Springs,
R-Russell
Graham's
considering
is
it
said
Franklin County Circuit appreciate the court's candor plaint in the lawsuit, he noticed
the ders him unfair or partial."
put
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but
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of
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that
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We
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disclosure.
Judge William Graham told and
Rambicure noted that the
constitutional amendment on the
lawyers in the case Tuesday that utmost admiration and respect to herself as a board member of it will act.
isn't a party in the case.
alliance
should
Graham
said
ballot.
about
question
a
have
"We
group.
the
due
he had made a modest contribu- for him as a jurist. However,
didn't say he would
Graham
he
whether
own
his
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said
here,"
from
go
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to
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led
who
Ostrander,
judge
a
says
Conduct
Judicial
to
Alliance. He told the lawyers he tion, we have asked the judge
"He being a professional per- the parties asks him to do so.
"shall disqualify himself in a for Marriage Coalition.
was giving them time to decide recuse himself from this case."
he would know what he has Rambicure said.
son,
General
Attorney
Assistant
judge's
the
which
in
proceeding
The alliance, a gay-rights
whether to seek to disqualify
himself for." McGaha
recuse
to
organization, fought the amend- impartiality might reasonably be Brent Irvin indicated last night
him.
Graham said Wednesday
"It as.
'MN. go
night that he made a donation to
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People Power
winner ot the 2004 elections,
The election of 2004 will be
money power was the big loser.
seen historically as the beginWith a record amount of money
ning of a dramatic reshaping of
spent in the 14 swing states —
the techniques, methods and
and almost nothing in the other
tactics of American politics.
This year. the nation's polit- 36 — the vote tabulations show
how little money mattered.
ical process was turned upside
down as the elites lost power
Bush ran 2.6 percent better
and the masses of average votin the swing states than he did
ers gained it.
in the same states in 2000 and
"Mass
2.9 percent better in the noncommunica- swing states where no money
tion" usually was spent. All of George
denotes the
Soros's millions and the vast
few speaksums spent by the 527 commiting to the
tees, on both sides, made very
many
little difference.
through the
. Indeed, the real losers of
journalistic
2004 were the parties and the
and elecIn past
tronic media presidential campaigns.
majority of
vast
the
elections,
Mprris that they
inputs that determined the outAdvisory control.
of the vote came from the
come
. Now it must
By Dick Moms be redefined two party organizations or from
the candidates and their comSyndicated
as the massColumnist
es communi- mittees.
But in 2004, the campaigns
cating and
imposing
lost control over the election.
their views on the elites, often
Many new forces emerged,
over the furious objections of
quite beyond their control, to
their former masters.
shape the outcome and form
public opinion.
The defeat of the networks
in the war of CBS versus the
Bookstores were filled in the
bloggers is one of the most dra- past year with volumes on both
matic illustrations of this new
sides of the struggle. Tatum
political dynamic. All of Dan
O'Neal and Bob Dylan couldn't
Rather's men could not put
get a word in edgewise as the
over a forgery of Bush's
likes of Richard Clarke and the
National Guard record on
Swift boaters dominated the
America's bloggers, who evenbest-seller list. Michael Moore
tually forced the CBS anchor
— a man neither political party
from his perch atop our politics. wants to touch — showed his
The way a handful of Swift
incendiary film,"Fahrenheit
boat Vietnam veterans with
9/1 1," to tens of millions with
only a few hundred thousand
the complicity of liberal movie
dollars among them were able
chains. Less well-endowed, his
to defeat the entire propaganda
critics and I circulated hundreds
apparatus of the Democratic
of thousands of copies of the
Party and nullify the effect of a
rebuttal "FahrenHYPE 9/1.1"
four-day national convention
(still available at www.overof
panoply
extensive
with its
stock.com).
stars and massive media coverTalk radio, Fox News, and
age is another example of the
all circulated an
Newsmax.com
power.
emerging people
alternative view from the netAnd when the national elite
works and the elite newspapers,
media broke the October surcreating a sort of Radio Free
prise — The New York
America that rebutted the dislimes/CBS story of the disappearing munitions from an Iraqi tortions of the mainstream
media.
storage site — the administration's.denials and explanations
And then there were the
were broadcast so widely by
bloggers. Every week, every
the talk-radio hosts and Internet day, everybody got first a few
bloggers that the story first was and then a deluge of blogs from
blunted and then backfired on
• friends and family about the
the Democrats:
election. Websites offering
The final manifestation of
daily commentary proliferated.
people power came on Election
These informal, unpaid, uneditDay, when Republicans rallied
ed, unsanctioned expressions of
1.4 million voters to work at
opinion, a kind of political
getting out their voters in swing spontaneous combustion, came
states. This massive outpouring
to dominate the dialogue of
of volunteers, reminiscent of
2004.
the 1964 Goldwater and 1972
In a way, this mass expresMcGovern campaigns comof grassroots opinion has
sion
bined, has never happened in
in the financial marparallel
its
30
past
the
any campaign of
have put global
which
kets,
years. While Democrats relied
economics out of the control of
mainly on paid workers and
presidents, prime ministers,
hired legions of lawyers to prepare for the challenges to voters chancellors and even internathat Republicans threatened but tional bankers. The markets
have ruled economics for a
never actually lodged, the GOP
decade now. In 2004, public
created a gigantic national
organization to funnel manpow- opinion, spontaneously generater into swing states, which gen- ed. came to rule politics.
erated a record turnout of GOP
loyalists.
Dick Morris was an adviser
If people power was the big
to Bill Clinton for 20 years.
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WASHINGTON TODAY
By Barry Schweid

Diplomatic drive comes up short
WASHINGTON (AP)—
Bush administration persistence
in using diplomacy to solve a
nuclear weapons crisis with
North Korea is coming up short
as the insular regime bobs and
weaves away from resuming
negotiations.
The faltering effort is having
a divisive effect on U.S. relations with South Korea and
Japan, which have blamed U.S.
inflexibility for North Korea's
refusal to halt its atomic
weapons program.
. American diplomats are trying to smooth over those differences, while looking to China
to make the case to Pyongyang
that it would be wise to denuclearize the Korean peninsula in
exchange for security assurances and economic benefits.
Rose Gotemoeller, an analyst
at the Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace, tends to
agree with the criticism from
South Korea and Japan.
"The way in which the
administration has relied on
diplomacy is to take a very hard
line and stick with it, and not be
willing to explore possible
avenues of resolution," the former Clinton administration official said Monday.
"That's not diplomacy, that's
standing tough," she said.
An offer by the administration last June of security assurances and economic cooperation in exchange for a total halt
to the nuclear weapons program
was a "decent starting point,"
she said, and should now be
improved.
But Danielle Pletka, vice
president for defense policy at
the American Enterprise
Institute, said the impasse is not
the fault of the Bush administration.

North Korean dictator Kim
Jong II is not going to agree to
complete, verifiable dismantling of his nuclear weapons
program and will not negotiate
111.1!”.1
win dmi:
"unless we take steps to prop
up his regime, which is anathema to us," Pletka said.
The answer, she said, is to
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
convince China that "playing
Cannon House Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
301
both sides is not in their inter1-202-225-3115
hiffield
www.house.gov/w
est."
being
not
of
Accusing China
U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
an honest broker, Pletka said:
137ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 205
"The Chinese think they can
1-202-224-4
www.jim_bunningta bunning.senate.gov
play with fire and it will not
come back and burn them. It
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
will."
361ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 2051
The long-term issue is
1-202-224-2541 (Washin on #
regime change in Pyongyang,
Korea posed a bigger threat
the Bush administration is try"and we have got to bite the
than Saddam Hussein's governing to topple Kim Jong II and
bullet,- she said.
ment in Baghdad.
his government with a "frantic
A third view was offered by
campaign."
smear
Writing two years ago, after
Robert Einhorn, a former assisKorea had reopened its
North
foreign
Korean
North
A
for
state
of
tant secretary
nuclear proliferation issues who ministry spokesman was quoted plutonium reprocessing plant at
Yongbyon, Christopher said
Monday by KCNA,the stateis now with the Center for
North Korea was within six
run news agency, as saying the
Strategic and International
months of being able to procampaign was reminiscent of
Studies.
sufficient weapons-grade
duce
against
"aggression
U.S.
"Having a situation in which
to generate several
material
Iraq."
and
Afghanistan
the North Koreans can be
bombs.
nuclear
However, from the outset,
blamed for not coming back to
-Contrast that with Iraq,"
President Bush has followed a
the negotiating table may suit
said. "Not only is
Christopher
North
with
course
different
it
while
administration
the Bush
North Korea much further
Korea, even while bracketing it
has its hands full, especially in
along than Iraq in building
with Iraq and Iran as an "axis
dealing with Iraq," Einhorn
nuclear weapons, but by virtue
of evil."
said. "The administration may
its longer-range missiles it
of
While North Korea generally
see itself in a decent tactical
a greater delivery capabilihas
more
a
moment."
have
to
was understood
position for the
than
program
nuclear
vigorous
Negotiations were supposed
On Monday, a U.S. official
Iraq, the president opted for
to have resumed in September,
keeps close watch on
who
while
Korea
in
diplomacy
but not even low-level talks are
Korea said it definitely
North
He
Iraq.
against
war
to
going
out
runs
year
anticipated as the
has produced at least two atomauthorized American negotiaon what appears to be one of
ic bombs. Some analysts in the
tors to offer security assurances
the biggest security issues conadministration believe it has
to North Korea and said pubfronting the Bush administramade even more.
of
intention
no
have
"We
licly,
tion.
Korea."
North
invading
The most recent reason
Even so, former Secretary of
Barry Schweid is the diploNorth Korea gives for not
State Warren Christopher and
matic correspondentfor The
resuming negotiations with the
other critics suggested before
Associated Press.
United States, China, Japan,
North
that
Iraq
with
the
war
that
is
Russia
South Korea and

Our Elected Officials

Taking Back Christmas
In Charles Dickens'"A Christmas
Carol." Ebenezer Scrooge is surrounded by merriment and acts of charity.
None of it. not even the long-suffering
kindness of his
nephew, has the •
slightest influence
on his hard heart. It
is only when the
angel prototypes the "ghosts" of
Christmas Past,
Present and Future
- confront him with
what might be
Cal's
called his "sin" that
Thoughts Scrooge comes to
By Cal Thomas his senses, repents
and is "converted."
Syndicated
That message of
Columnist
conversion —
indeed the "original
intent" of the Christmas message — is
obscured not only in the boisterous
celebration of something that has nothing to do with the "reason for the season," but now also involves lawyers
and complaining liberal and conservative ministers who either demand that

people not celebrate Christmas or want that does not reflect the sentiments of
their "holiday."
everyone to celebrate it as they do.
Among the problems of trying to
The battles of Christmas 2004
it both ways - Christmas and
have
who
Denver
in
protesters
include
marched and sang carols along an offi- "holidays" - is having it neither way.
The message of"0 Holy Night" cancial parade route because they had
not co-exist with "Sleigh Ride" and
been denied entry by "Parade of
"Chestnuts Roasting on an Open Fire."
Lights" sponsors. Rules written by
Equating or synthesizing the two has
event sponsors prohibit floats and
diminished the One who defines
other expressions with a Christmas or
religious theme. Officials did allow the Christmas.
The culture has shoplifted a most
Two Spirits Indian group to particievent — God becoming Man
glorious
homosexualconsiders
pate. The group
— and appropriated it for the sole purity to be "holy."
In New Jersey, the school district of pose of persuading people to buy stuff
they can't afford for people who don't
South Orange and Maplewood has
need it.
decreed that school bands will be limCulture increasingly prohibits any
ited to secular songs, such as "Frosty
discussion or expression in public
the Snowman" and "Winter
places of the real meaning of
Wonderland." The school district poliChristmas, lest that message inhibit the
cy also bans instrumental "religious"
promotion of commerce.
songs. perhaps because some nonEven Thanksgiving is being transChristian might be reminded of Jesus.
from an event in which
formed
lawsuit.
a
get offended and file
Pilgrims thanked God for His blessings
In malls everywhere, store clerks
are instructed to say "Happy Holidays" into a meal of Super Bowl proportions
and football. Children's textbooks
to customers. You never know when a
Kwanzaa shopper, a Hanukkah observ- teach the fiction that the Pilgrims
thanked the Indians, not God, for their
er or an atheist might hear a greeting

bounty.
Easter long ago ceased being about
resurrection, but bunnies, eggs and
chocolate. Santa has become a God-,
substitute, who gives but requires
nothing more than a child being "nice,"
and even that is negotiable.
Christmas observers should end this
charade. People who take the central
meaning of Christmas seriously should
not lend their credibility to those who
obscure and subordinate that meaning
to drunken office parties and shopping
mall visits where they buy gifts for
everyone except the One whose birthday is supposedly being observed.
The Christmas celebrant has
become too fixated on the secular culture and desires to go along in order to
get along. What would happen if
increasing numbers of Christmas
believers declined to participate in the
orgy of consumption and instead asked
the baby who became a man - and
much more - what He would like for
His birthday?
He gave us plenty of instructions,
beginning with "feed the hungry,
clothe the naked, visit those in prison"

and "care for widows and orphans,"
not to mention "love your enemies"
and "pray for those who persecute
you." That last one is especially tough,
so we file lawsuits and complain that
we get no respect.
The secularists can still have their
days off and they can call those days,
including Dec. 25, anything they wish.
Let them display on public or private
property whatever they like, or nothing.
Let those of us for whom Christmas
has a historic and eternal meaning celebrate it in our hearts, our lives and
our relationships as never before. You
never know when an Ebenezer
Scrooge might take notice and be converted.
Cal Thomas hosts "After Hours" on
Fox News Channel Saturdays at 11
p.m. ET. Direct all MAILfor Cal
Thomas to: Tribune Media Services,
2225 Kenmore Ave., Suite 114, Buffalo,
N.Y. 14207. Readers may also leave email at www.calthomas.rom.
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Al Gore's mother dies

Obituaries

"She was
42025 or Habitat for Humanity, P.O. Box 43,
NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP)—
Pauline Gore, whose son Al my father's
Benton. Ky., 42025.
Mr. Anderson, 78, Benton, died Monday, became vice president and new- closest
Dec. 13. 2004, at Calvert City Convalescent ly captured the presidency and - adviser." the
whose husband served a lengthy then -vice
Center, Calvert City.
in president
A retired electrician, he was a 50-year mem- and distinguished career
said in 1999.
She
y.
Wednesda
died
,
Congress
ber of the International Brotherhood of
"Together,
92.
was
Joe Hilton Phillips
Electrical Workers Local 0816. He was a member of New Zion
She had been weakened in they
Joe Hilton Phillips, 80, Mayfield Highway, Benton, died Baptist Church and was very active with the Blood River Baptist
years by strokes and a strengthened
recent
Tuesday, Dec. 14. 2004, at 11 a.m. at Veterans Administration Builders, Kentucky Changers, Baptist Disaster Relief and Habitat
and died at her the future of
attack,
heart
Gore
Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
great
this
for Humanity. An Army veteran of World War 11, he served in the home in Carthage.
He served with the U.S. Army's 115th Pacific Theater.
"Her son called Ille earlier country."
Pauline Gore campaigned ti,i
Regiment, 29th Division in the Rhineland
He was the son of the late Emit Anderson and Lona Beasley this morning and said she passed
Central European Campaign during World War Anderson.
in her sleep," former Gov. Ned her son when he ran for Eta.
Democratic nomination ft,'
II. He had retired as composing editor of The
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Lillie York Anderson; two sons, McWherter said.
faith.
president in 1988. During the
Baptist
Pauline
of
was
lawyer.
and
Phillips
a
as
Mr.
Anderson
Trained
Paducah Sun.
Barry L. Anderson and wife, Karen, and Denis L.
campaigned
Born in Marshall County, he was the son of wife, Debbie, all of Benton; two granddaughters, Kara Anderson and Gore was a familiar figure on 1992 campaign, she
-Gore.
Clinton
for
actively
late
her
of
trails
Phillips.
Cole
campaign
the
Lena
and
Phillips
the late Aubrey
Nicole Anderson.
She never complained pub
husband, Albert Gore Sr., and
Also preceding him in death were one sister,
tidy about the demands pub'',
President
Vice
former
son,
her
Siress.
Thomas
Eli
,
Robbie Jean Phillips, and one grandson
Paid Obituary
life made on her family.
Al Gore Jr.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Riley Phillips, to
although she joked in a 1993
nearly
was
she
e,
In Tennesse
whom he had been married for 58 years; two daughters, Mrs. James Earl Williams
interview that she had saw so litliberal
her
as
known
widely
as
at
p.m.
2
at
The funeral for James Earl Williams will be Friday
Tanuny Sullivan, Benton, and Mrs. Sharon Denslow, Elyria, Ohio;
central tle of her son that she had
a
played
and
husband
two granddaughters, Erin Denslow, Columbus, Ohio, and Kate Hazel Baptist Church. The Rev. Tim Cole will officiate.
role in much of his campaign "swapped a son for a vice presiActive pallbearers will be Nathan Anderson. strategy. Gore Sr. served in the dent."
Denslow, Elyria, Ohio.
Jordan Anderson, David Hillenburg, Eugene House from 1939-1953 and in
Her husband died in
'flie funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Collier
d.
McDonal
David
and
Rose
Onsby
r 1998.
officiate.
will
Alton,
Decembe
Brasher
David
Rev.
The
Funeral Home, Benton.
the Senate from 1953-70.
Honorary pallbearers will be Joe B. Adams,
Burial will follow in the Cole Cemetery, Benton.
Willie Vinson, Harold Wilkinson. Kent Craig,
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 6 to 8:30 tonight
Frank Turner, Richard Vance, Wallace Lassiter,
(Thursday).
Kelly Rose, Mark Paschall and Calvin Key, all
Baptist Church. Burial will follow in the Mt.
Hazel
of
deacons
Frank Knight
.
the
Pleasant Cemetery
The funeral for Frank Knight will be Friday at 10 a.m. in
Visitation will be at Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Hazel after 5
chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Murray. Bro. Joey Adair
p.m. today (Thursday).
will officiate.
Mr. Williams, 67, East State Line Road, Hazel, died Tuesday,
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 7 p.m. today
Dec. 14, 2004, at 12:04 a.m. in the emergency room of Murray(Thursday).
County Hospital.
Dec.
Tuesday,
died
Calloway
Mr. Knight, 81, Scenic Acre Road, Murray,
Force veteran, he was member of Hazel Baptist Church,
Air
An
home.
his
at
6
p.m.
at
2004,
14,
as a deacon. He was a member of a lodge of Free
served
he
where
He was a member of Eastwood Baptist Church.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Martha Griffin Knight; one and Accepted Masons.
One son, Richard Lyle Williams, one sister, Eva Williams, and
daughter, Mrs. Bertha Griffin and husband, Don, New Concord; one
dren,
brothers, John, Brent and Speight Williams, all preceded him
grandchil
three
three
Ohio;
i,
Cincinnat
,
sister, Mrs. Sara Lohmiller
greatin death. Born July 19, 1937, in Buchanan, Term., he was the son of
Teresa Carnahan, Maria Blevins and Donald Griffin; seven
the late Kennie Williams and Pearl Todd Williams.
on.
at-grands
grandchildren; one great-gre
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Bonicha Williams, to whom he
married Sept. 26, 1964; two sons, James David Wiliams and
was
Thomas B. Anderson
and Christopher Williams and wife, Brandi, all of
The funeral for Thomas B. Anderson was today (Thursday) at 11 wife, Cindy,
Mrs. Alicia Stallings and husband, Frank, and
daughter,
one
Hazel;
a.m. in the chapel of Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home, Benton.
in-law, Mrs. Grisel Williams, all of Murray; 10 grandThe Rev. Brad Hall and the Rev. Waid Copeland officiated. Burial a daughterer, Jessica, Rachel and Isabella Williams, Taylor,
Christoph
children,
was in the New Zion Cemetery.
Stallings, Lainie O'Rourk, and Valerie and Zachary
Expressions of sympathy may be made to New Zion Cemetery, Paige and Kylie
c/o Loretta Rudolph, 6766 Jackson School Road, Benton, Ky., Crowder.

Albert L Stowe
Albert L Stone, 81, Unetback Road, Murray, died Wednesday.
Dec. 15, 2004, at 7:21 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
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We've Got
The LOOK
You Want
For the
Holidays!

Just South of Hazel
13395 Hwy.641 S.
Puryear. TN
498-8161

First trucks rumble out to fight snow
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
-Salt trucks, start your spreading," might not have the same
emotional ring a.s the race track
call, but it does signify the
beginning of a monthslong contest with the elements to keep
Keatin:ky roads free from ice
and snow.
Earlier this week, salt-ladenof
out
rumbled
trucks
Transportation Cabinet garages
for the first time this snow season in northern and eastern
Kentucky.
Waiting in 125 igloos located
in each county, the state has
socked away 300,000 tons of
salt that can be spread. Another
1.5 million gallons of liquid formulas are used to apply to dry
pavement before the snow starts

or after the snow to help elimi.•
nate icing. There are 1,000 state trucks,
filled by 170 loaders and another 200 snow and ice trucks available from contractors.
It's a logistical battle that
takes place over 27,400 miles of
roads. It
state-maintained
includes 40 roadway weather
information stations that direct
information to the state's operations center, which is open 24
hours a day.
"Preparing for winter weather is nearly a year-round activity,
but when it comes time to battle
snow and ice our crews are
ready to keep the 27,000 miles
of state-maintained highways
clear of snow and ice," said
Acting Deputy State Highway

ims identified
Hickman fireThevict
identities of two Hickman County

FULTON, Ky.(AP) —
residents who died in a house fire have been released.
as
Hickman County Coroner Jim Berry identified the two victims
said.
police
state
38,
Irvin Ingram, 74. and Karen Scott,
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Engineer Chuck Knowles.
Well before this week's first
snow, highway department officials reviewed the snow and ice
routes — the byways that get
first priority — while other
employees received snow and
ice removal training. 1nterstates,
parkways and primary roads get
first crack with other state roads
to follow. City and county road
crews have their own local
responsibilities.
Cabinet spokesman Mike
Goins said the amount of materials and equipment on hand is
updated each year based on
experience.

-C:Mbtal
fiirtgage

Link
www.globalmtglink.com

For example, the salt on
hand, which includes another
45,000 tons stored at a
Louisville quarry, is more than
in 1994, when bitterly freezing
weather closed barge traffic on
rivers, preventing the delivery of
replacement salt.
With just the salt available at
Transportation Cabinet locations, crews could spread it on
1.2 million miles of two-lane
road. The liquid can last for
750,000 miles of two-lane.
Motorists can gain access to
the cabinet's statewide travel
information service by dialing
511.
Inscstinviits Since 1854.
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Residents of Crossfield and Murray
Estates plan luminary celebration

Weddings

The residents of Crossfleld and Murray
Estates, located oft Highway 94 West, Murray, has invited the community to come to
see the Christmas luminary celebration on
Friday and Saturday from 5 to 6:30 p.m.
Residents will have luminaries lighted
for the celebration, along with other holiday decorations at the homes in the subdivisions.
It is amazing to me to see the beautiand colorful decorations at the many
ful
Jo'
homes in Murray and Calloway County
Datebook each year. It is such a joy to drive around
By Jo Burkeen and see the talents and work of the homes
Community
and businesses showing their decorations.
Editor
Drive around and see them, but be careas you view the decorations.
slowly
drive
and
ful

Central Park
Events planned atevents
at Central Park

include IA
"Christmas in the Parkthrotioh
Festival of Lights" which may viewed while driving
$2 or
of
donation
A
26.
Dec.
until
p.m.
9
the park from 6 to
more),
five non-perishable food items are requested with the
going to the park and the food to Need Line. Santa Claus will
5 to
be at the school house in Central Park on Dec. 18 from
with
pictures
take
and
visit
may
8 p.m. Children and pets
Santa.

to be Saturday
'Cookies with Santa'Saturday
from 2 to 4 p.

Mr. and Mrs. Jonathan Phillips Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stark
Amanda Jo Rudolph and Jonathan David Phillips were married Saturday. July 17. 2004, at Northside Baptist Church,
Almo.
The Rev. Don Faulkner officiated.
The bride is the daughter of Ricky and Wyvonne Rudolph
of Murray.
She is the granddaughter of Joe and Jean Rudolph of Murray and of Helen Brooks of Murray. and the late Rafe Brooks.
The groom is the son of Toby and Sheila Turner of Kirksey and Joe Pat Phillips of Fulton.
He is the grandson of William (W.C.) and Lillian Lawrence
of Kirksey and the late Rupert and Opal Phillips of Murray.
Stephanie Phillips was the bride's matron of honor. Amy Phillips,
sister-in-law of the groom, was bridesmaid.
Gary Joe Lawrence. cousin of the groom, was best man.
Chris Phillips, brother of the groom, was groomsman.
Ushers were Justin Hill, cousin of the bride, and Brandon
Lawrence, cousin of the groom. Gage Phillips. nephew of the
groom, was ring bearer.
Breanna - Turner, sister of the groom, was flower girl. Kasey
Turner, brother of the groom. was usher for the flower girl.
The guest book attendant was Taylor Armstrong, niece of
the groom.
Rita Loveu was wedding coordinator. Flower arrangements
were by Angie Glisson and Jamie Wade.
A reception followed in the church fellowship hall.
Servers were Becky Billington. Megan Shelton. Tisha Higgs
and Jessica Bybee.
The couple spent their honeymoon at Pigeon Forge, Tenn.
They are now residing in Calloway County.

Red Cross Blood Drive
at Office Depot Friday
The Nashville Regional
Bloodbank of the Red Cross
has a critical need for all types
of blooil. The blood supply
remains low during this holiday season,,according to Larry
Doyle, chairman of Calloway
County Red Cross blood drives.
The Red Cross Bloodmobile will be at the Office Depot.
662 North 12th St.. Murray.
on Friday from 3 to 8 p.m.'
Doyle said "you are a part
of the reason Red Cross collects blood donations - the
potential to save millions of
lives each year. Whether you

P777773
THE BEFORE-WINDCHILL-REARS-ITSUGLY-HEAD SALE

are a first donor or a repeat
donor, it's a community responsibility to volunteer to donate
to our blood supply."
All blood supplies given to
humans in life saving procedures have been donated by a
volunteer. Only five percent in
a community of healthy eligible donors ever give blood.
Every two seconds someone in
America needs blood. There is
a 97 percent chance that someone you know will need blood
in their lifetime. Currently the
blood supply is critically low,
sometimes just one or two days
from running out.
To be eligible to give blood.
donors must be healthy, at least
17 years old (no upper age

II See Page 7

Emily Grace Cleaver and Charles Timothy Stark, both of
Murray, were married Saturday. July 17, 2004, at 6:30 p.m. at
Glendale Road Church of Christ, Murray.
The bride is the daughter of Kenneth and Cindy Cleaver of
Murray. She is the granddaughter of Hoyt Jr. and Kathryn
Cleaver and the late Cassel and Altie Garrison, all of Murray.
Parents of the groom are Jerry P. and Melisa Stark of Murray. He is the grandson of Wilma Byers and the late James
Gus Byers of Hardin and Charles B. Stark and the late Lou
Ellen Stark of Murray.
John W. Dale officiated at the ceremony. Danny Claiborne
of Murray and Ellen Orndorff of Adairville were vocalists.
Miriam Rogers of Murray was the maid of honor.
Bridesmaids were Kennette Jones, Chelsea Cleaver and Kacey
Puricelli. all of Murray. Ashley Hensley, Cadiz, Ashley Smith,
Louisville, Mary Susan Partin, Brentwood, Tenn., and Ashlynn
Ward, North Augusta, S.C.
Cheriah Burks and Hannah Ryan, both of Murray, were
flower girls.
Spc. Cory Cummings of Fort Hood, Texas, was bestman.
Groomsmen were Jay Stark, Shane Smith and Mark Fitch.
all of Murray, Sam Bierds, Auburn. Ala., Craig Clayton.
Eddyville, Scott Randolph, Nashville, Tenn., and Scott Utley,
St. Louis, Mo.
Serving as ushers were Micah Puricelli, Murray, Casey Naber,
Louisville, Josh Pryor and Collin Baker, both of Cadiz, and
Adam Bind. Owensboro.
Justin Newsome and Joshua Newsome. both of Benton, were
ring bearers.
A reception followed at the church.
The bride is a 2004 graduate of Murray State University.
She is employed by Industrial Training Services Inc.
The groom is a 2002 and 2004 graduate of Murray State
University. He is employed by WFGE Froggy 103.
The couple is residing in Murray.

ServiceNews
Sanders graduates from training
NORFOLK, Va. — Navy
Airman Curtis H. Sanders was
recently promoted to his current rank upon graduation from
'recruit training at Recruit Training Command, Great Lakes,
[11.
Sanders received the early
promotion for outstanding performance during all phases of
the training cycle.
Training included classroom
study and practical instruction
on naval customs, first aid,
firefighting, water safety and
survival, and shipboard and aircraft safety. An emphasis was
also placed on physical fitness.
The capstone event of boot
camp is "Battle Stations." This

inment tonight
Glory Bound Entertawill
have a special Christmas

Glory Bound Entertainment
holiday program tonight from 7 to 9 p.m. at the Weaks Community Center. Featured will be the following: Taylor Family
of J.B.. Dale and Renee; Hazel Baptist Church Preschool Choir;
Midlife Crisis; and Crucified. Scotts Grove Baptist Church
youth performance group. This is sponsored by Goshen United Methodist Church. The public is invited and there is no
charge. Items for Need Line will be taken. For more information tall Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee Taylor at 753-8124
or Jill Alton at 753-1592.

ns
Santa projects need morethedonatio
N1 urra and Cal-

The Santa Project initiatives at both
loway County School Systems are still needing your support.
The Murray Family Resource Center has some 50 families that
still need sponsors and the number is 100 at the Calloway
County Family Resource Center. Both systems still welcome
monetary donations for purchasing of clothes in addition to
family sponsorships. The Santa Project gifts will be distributed
Dec. 17. All donations are tax deductible.
,

Donated reliable van needed

Angel Alerts have been issued by the Calloway County Family Resource Center. A family size refrigerator is needed for a
family of four. A reliable transportation van is needed for a
large family. Anyone having either one to donate call the cen-.
ter at 762-7333.

Mother to Mother Group to meet Friday

Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfealing moms.
will meet Friday at 10:30 a.m. in the park behind Calloway
Public Library, or if raining inside the building. Featured will
be refreshments and door prizes. Pregnant moms, dads and
older children are welcome. For more information call Kim
Jastremswki, CLEC. at 759-4746.

Alpha Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Saturday at 9 a.m. at the parking lot of University Church of
Christ to go visit the "Heritage Holiday' event at the National Quilt Museum at Paducah. Hostesses will be Kathy Stubblfield. Brenda Call and Effie Kemp.

Magazine Club to meet Friday
Murray Magazine Club will meet Friday at 2 p.m. at the
Garden Gate. Each member is reminded to bring a book for
the Chinese auction.

Christian Women to meet Friday
Christian Women of Murray will meet Friday at 10 a.m. in
the social hall of First United Methodist Church. Dorothy Terry.
grief counselor for Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home, will
be the speaker and will also be soloist. Judy Overbey, beauty
consultant, will give the special feature. Reservations for the
luncheon, catered by Judy %shier. may be made by calling
Freda Lovett at 753-3999 od Jo Lovett at 753-4.683.
1,\IA
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Voted Murray's #1 Jewelry Store

20% Off All Fossil, Citizen, & Seiko
Watches through December
Largest selection of Diamonds, Gemstones, Platinum, Gold & silver

U.S.A.

Butler
& Harber
Shoes
N. Court Square • 1)owntoN4n
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2 Performances - 3:00 PM & 6:00 PM

Westside Baptist Church

Paris • 731-642-6053

Moo.- Sat.•9 a.m.- 5 p.m.

Gemologtsts on Staff - In House Repair & Custom Design
- Financing Available -

Sunday, December 19th, 2004

207 Robertson Road South • Murray, KY 42071
270-753-8240
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Alpha Department to visit museum

exercise gives recruits the skills
and confidence they need to succeed in the fleet.
"Battle Stations" is designed
to galvanize the basic warrior
attributes of sacrifice, dedication, teamwork and endurance
in each recruit through the
practical application of basic
Navy skills and the core values of honor, courage and commitment. Its distinctly "Navy"
flavor was designed to take
into account what it means to
be a sailor.
Sanders is a 2004 graduate
of Graves County High School,
Mayfield, Ky. He is the grandson of Frances Anderson of
Murray, Ky.
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Gold Star Award of Excellence

Photo provided

The Calloway County Farm Bureau was recognized for
Its outstanding women's program with the 2004 Gold
Star Award of Excellence, presented during the recent
85th annual Kentucky Farm Bureau Convention in
Louisville. Here, Sharon Furches accepts the award
from Jane Elam, Kentucky Farm Bureau state women's
chair, during a December 10 recognition and awards
program.

Just Arrived...

Mr. and Mrs. Larry Harpole in 1964 Mr. and Mrs. Larry Harpole in 2004
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Harpole of the is the daughter of the late Cloys and
Tri-City community celebrated their 40th Christine Goad. She is employed by Murray State University.
wedding anniversary on Dec. 12.
Mr. Harpole is the son of Ruth HarThey were married on that date in
pole of the Tri-City community and the
1964 at Lynnville Baptist Church.
Mrs. Harpole, the former Dorothy Goad, late J.W. Harpole. He is employed by

AMVETS Auxiliary plans
children's event Saturday
PARIS LANDING, Tenn.Members of AMVETS Ladies
Auxiliary #45 held its regular
monthly meeting on Dec. 5 at
2 p.m. at the Post home.
Kathy Suffern, child welfare chairman, announced that
the Children's Christmas party
will be held on Sunday. Shopping is nearly complete. Santa
and Mrs. Claus have confirmed
their schedules, and goodie bags
are being assembled for all the
guests. Children from both Kentucky and Tennessee are invited and many helpers are lined
up to help with the party.
Shirley Collins, treasurer,
announced that proceeds from
a recent in-house fundraiser
will be used in the general
fund to pay department assessments and charges, since that
event was not allocated to one
of the service programs. Collins
is planning a special event for
Bonnie Scott, candidate for
national president, to help with
her campaign and as a tribute
to her success in the auxiliary.
Americanism chairman, Jan
Doall, reported she had received
and forwarded almost 200

Blood drive
From Page 6
limit), weigh a least 110 pounds.
not have given blood in the last
56 days, and show Red Cross
donors card, picture ID or two of
any other forms of identification. A health review will be
conducted by the staff to determine eligibility to give blood.
Refreshments will be served

To
announce
an event
call
753-1916

WESTERN KENTUCKY LOCATION
•Free In-Home Estimates
*Financing Available
•Window Blinds
*Professional Installation
•I 00°A,

Satisfaction Guarantee

•All Major Brands of Ceramic,
Carpet, Vinyl, Hardwood,
Laminate and Commercial
Floonng
ALL CONNIE PACE
FREE IN HOME ESTIMATE'
Office (8661 936-660)
Cell- (270)293-8086
www.shopathomecarpetscorn

pieces of Christmas mail for
Friends of our Troops. The
auxiliary was 15th in the nation
last year in troop mail support. Doall also gave reports
of Veterans day activities and
reminded the group to remember Pearl Harbor Day, Dec. 7,
by flying our American flags.
Dorothy Edwards, hospital
chairman, showed a photo of
the brick that was placed in
the wall at St. Jude's Children's Hospital, Memphis,
Tenn., honoring one of the
AMVET members, Larry Knox,
She
auxiliary.
the
and
Humboldt
the
announced
Christmas party for veterans is
planned Dec. 11.
Chairman
Scholarship
Kristie Frye discussed plans
for a Western Night to be held
Jan. 29 with proceeds going
to help fund scholarship and
child welfare.
New members. Ann Hernandez, Melinda Ferrell, Jodi Lutz
and Carol Feldkamp, were
inducted into the auxiliary by
PDP Angie Gardner.
President Wincie Wright
presided at the meeting.

Sampson receives check
JOHN WRIGHTILedger S Times Photo

Calloway County High
Will
student
School
remarks
makes
Sampson
after accepting a check
for $300 to the school
from the Murray Rotary
Club at the group's recent
meeting. The check contained proceeds from
Rotary's annual telethon.

vir..

X4303
X4236
X4227A

'04 Buick LeSabre (wht)
'04 Chevy Impala (red)
'01 Dodge Intrepid (red)

X4308
X4302
X4260
X4306
X4307
X4309
X4241
X4266
X4255
X4200

'05 Buick Century (brnz)
'04 Buick Century (bmz)
'04 Pont. Grand Pnx GT (sly)
'04 Pont. Grand Prix GT (sly)
'04 Pont. Grand Prix GT (red)
'04 Pont. Grand Prix GTP (red)
'03 Buick Century (tan)
'02 Chevy Monte Carlo SS (sly)
'01 Chevy Monte Carlo SS (blu)
'01 Buick Regal LS (wht)

Sanderson
Chloe Mekel Lane,
Mayfield, is the

mothAlicia Sanderson of Williams
er of a daughter, Chloe Mekel Sanderson, born on Friday. Dec.
10, 2004, at 2:06 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 5 pounds 4 ounces and measured 18
inches.
Grandparents are David and Michelle Sanderson. Brenda and
Glenn West and Larry and Brenda Sanderson. all of Mayfield.

X4197
X4228
X4213
X4267
X4284
P5004A
X4132
X4162
X4232
X4242B
X4219
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c;ift Certificates .1vailable

1107 lohnson Blvd. • Murray • 270-767-07h()

tiOliday Gift'

Jim Shore 20% off!
Beanpod Holiday Candles
Buy one 16 oz. & one 4 oz., a $23 value for $20

$11,900

'04 Chevy Malibu (wht, red. tan).
'04 Olds Alero (wht, tan, sly, red)
'03 Olds Alero (tan)
'03 Olds Alero GLS (tan)
'03 Chevy Cavalier LS (sly)
'03 Chevy Malibu (tan)
'02 Pont. Grand Am GT (red)
'02 Pont Grand Am GT (sly)
'01 Toyota Corolla (sly)
'01 VW Beetle GLS (wht)
'03 Pont. Vibe (wht. gry)

S12,900
$13,900
$10,900
$10,900
$10,900
$10,900
$13,900
$13,900
$9,900
$11,900
513,900

rvi
Brandon

Erertlfled

Lampe Berger Holiday Fragrances Are Here!
1

Olde World qvtarketyCace
21i.
/114:4/N /it
Open 1 nit! 5p.m.

$18,900
$12,900
$12,900
$13,900

Brandon's wants to thank you
for your business this year &
hopes all our customers have
a wonderful holiday.

Buy two, get two votives FREE, a $25 value for $20

II1/1/a1

$16,900

$17,900
'04 Buick Rendezvous CX (gry)
X4293
$16,900
'03 Chevy Blazer LS 4x4 (wht)
X4089
$16,900
'03 Chevy Blazer LS 4x4 (red)
X4093
$16,900
'03 Chrys. Town Country (tan)
X4174
$19,900
'02 Chevy Trailblazer LT (sly)
X4069
'02 Pont. Aztek AWD (wht)
$15,900
X4181
$14,900
'02 Chevy Tracker LT (blk)
X4186
$14,900
'02 Pont. Montana (sly)
X4260
'02 Buick Rendezvous CXL(gry) $14,900
X4223
$20,900
X41466 '02Jetp Grd Cherokee 4.4 Combrd Oat
'02 Ford F150 X-Cab (gm)
$18,900
X4288
$18,900
'02 Ford F150 X-Cab (sly)
X4296
'02 Chevy Trailblazer LS (red)
$18,900
X4298
C4017A '02 Chevy Trailblazer LS 4x4 (wht) $17,900
$18,900
'01 GMC X-Cab (gm)
X4056
'01 Chevy S-10 X-Cab 4x4 (gry).. $15,
X4100
'01 Pont Montana (gry)
$11,900
X4222
IP I
$14,900
'01 Dodge Ram X-Cab (blk)
X4287
514,900
'01 Ford F150 X-Cab (wht)
X4063
'00 Jeep Grd Cherokee 4x4 (blu) $12,900
X4176
$11,900
'00 Dodge Dakota X-Cab (red)
X4268
ta
:
'00 Chevy 1500 X-Cab LT (whit). $13,900
X4285
$11,900
'99 Ford F150 X-Cab (blu)
X4286
'93 Ford F150(wht)
$4,900
X4214
'90 Jeep Cherokee 4x4 (61u)
$4,900
X4216

Holiday Art•Candles

- Heavenly Spruce & Orange Cinnamon

$16,900
$13,900
$17,900
$17,903

TRUCKS - VANS - SUVS

• NI \

Next to Cheri Theater • Murray
759-4877 • Mon.- Fri. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m.- 3 p.m.

$17,900
$15,900
$9,900

ECONOMY CARS

It was the tiniest thing I ever decided to
put my whole life into. -Tern Guillemets

.1et ds Heb

Price
$22,900
$28,900
$29,900
$26,903
$22,900
$15,900
$14,900
$14,900
$12,900
$12,900

MID SIZE

,
EXPIOSkR
* 1 imp*
t•ktGreat Aver
AchNt
Ir
Select Holiday Decor
Gilts
To Gol & Ornaments 50% off!
• Willow "Live
• Polish Potter.)
• Dips
• Kitchen Decor
• Lots of Stocking
Stuffers
• Lots of Gifts
Under $20

'04 Buick Park Ave (diam)
'03 Cadillac CTS (diam)
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and a free gift will be given
to participants.
The next scheduled Red
Cross Blood Drive will be Dec.
29 from 2 to 8 p.m. at the
We,alcs Community Center, 607
Poplar St.. Murray. This drive
at Wealcs Center had been previously announced in a release
for Dec. 17.

New Shipment of
GM Certified Used Vehicles
Cars, Trucks & SUVs

Morningstar Foods.
They have one daughter, Mrs. Sherry
Fortner and husband, Greg, and two granddaughters, Brittany and Miranda.
A family celebration was held in their
honor.
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Pope performs
Suzuki Book
One recital

Photos provided

ay County
recently contributed a "dance toolkit" to the Callow
The Calloway County Retired Teachers Association
ulum
curric
iA
extens
Independent School System. The kits are
School System and a ''drama toolkit" to the Murray
grades
for
ble
adapta
plans
tapes, CD-ROM disks, and lesson
enhancements for teaching the arts and contains VHS
ion in
Television and the Kentucky Department of Educat
ional
Educat
ky
Kentuc
K-12. The kit was jointly compiled by
and
Wyatt
nie
Stepha
r
Directo
ulum
Curric
Calloway County
conjuction with the Kentucky Arts Council. At left,
Friends
KET
and
ent
Presid
CCRTA
from
kit
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ng
receivi
Calloway County Superintendent Steve Hoskins are shown
receiving the
's Curriculum Director Eleanor Mills is shown
School
City
Murray
right,
At
.
DuFord
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r
membe
Board
kit from DuFord.

The First District Kentucky
Music Educators Association
(KMEA) is initiating the
Farrell
W.
"Richard
Plaque
Commemorati‘e
Project" in effort to ensure
Farrell's legacy to Murray State
University.
of
commemoration
In
Farrell's contributions to music
education at MSU (1945-77),
the plaque will serve to acquaint
present and future generations
with his achievements.
retired
Tucker.
David
Mayfield High School band
director and a former student of
Farrell, said that Fan-ell was not
only recognized for his leadership at the institution, hut was
equally admired for his contributions throughout the state.
"In honor of these. the association is raising funds to purchase
a bronze plaque to be installed
on the exterior wall of the
Farrell Recital Hall on the
Murray State University campus." he said. "We invite
Farrell's former colleagues. students and friends to help bring

Richard Farrell
this to fruition."
Dr. Roger Reichmuth. a former student and former colleague of Farrell, said Farrell's
tenure bore witness to the greatest period of growth of the
music department and the continued development of its outstanding reputation.
"He had an exceptional ability to impart a feeling of underlying faith in the potential and ultimate success of each person

with whom he was involved," he
said.
Reichmuth said Farrell's
leadership was characterized by
a mature vision for the betterment of each entity that he represented. "He brought unquestionable integrity, consistent
patience, a sense of fairness.
experience, good judgment and
due consideration to each of his
responsibilities."
Farrell, who passed away in
1995. was the former head of
fine arts and subsequently chair
of MSU's music department. He
came to MSU in 1945 as band
director and trumpet teacher.
The 1975 MSU Distinguished
Professor recipient, he was
awarded an honorary doctorate
in humanities degree in 1978.
Farrell served as the chair of
MSU's music department from
1957-77.
Affectionately known as
"Doc." to his colleagues and students. Farrell directed the bands
and orchestra, and taught all
brass and percussion instruments at MSU. He also served

laylor Pope, 9-year-old
daughter of Christian and Bonita
Pope, recently performed her
Suzuki Book One Graduation
Recital in the chapel of First
Baptist Church. She was assisted by her mother in the reading
of her story using the titles of all
the pieces in the book. The performance from memory of all
pieces in each book is a requirement of the Suzuki Approach.
The pieces in Book One are
more difficult than repertoire
found in the beginning book in
traditional methods.
The Suzuki Approach is
based on the philosophy of Dr.
Shinichi Suzuki that a child can
learn to play a musical instrument in the same way he learns
to speak his native language or
dialect. This is done by the child
listening daily to recordings of
the music being learned and
working with a parent who
attends the lessons, learns the
material along with the child,
and serves as the home teacher
in an encouraging environment.
The child moves in small
steps at his own pace to gain
confidence and mastery of each
concept presented through quality repertoire. Note reading is

as faculty adviser to "Campus
Lights" and the Gamma Delta
chapter of Phi Mu Alpha
Sinfonia during most of his
tenure.
As the former president of
the KMEA, the Murray Rotary
Club and the Murray Civic
Music Association, Farrell was
appointed by former Gov. Ned
Breathitt to a four-year term on
the Kentucky Arts Commission
and represented the university at
the National Association of
Schools of Music.
For more information on the
Farrell
W.
Richard
Commemorative Plaque Project.
contact Jennie Rottinghaus,
MSU development officer, at
(270) 762-3406, or jennie.rottinghaus@murraystate.edu.
Rottinghaus said donors to
this project would be recognized
on a wall plaque to be installed
in the office of the MSU's music
*pawl:Extent. Add44o084124.gny
money consupplemental
tributed beyond the cost and
installation of the plaque will,
with the donor's permission, be
placed in the Richard W. Farrell
Endowed Music Scholarship
State
Murray
at
Fund
University.
The First District KMEA has
a goal of obtaining all necessary
funding for the project by Jan.
IS. 2005. This will enable an
unveiling to occur in conjunction with the Quad State Senior
Band Festival in Lovett
Auditorium on Feb. 25, 2005.

delayed until the aural and musicianship skills are developed
just as reading of the native language is delayed in a child until
speech is developed.
This allows the child to begin
music study at an earlier age
than in many traditional methods and to develop the memory
and ear first. Note reading is
introduced at the beginning of
the second book.
During the past year Taylot
participated in the Kentucky
Music Teachers Association
Student Workshop and was
selected to perform in the
Recognition Recital. She prepared a memorized 10-piece
National Winner program fot
the Guild Auditions and
received a Superior rating. She
also participated in the Murray
Theory
Teachers
Music
Carnival.
A fourth grader in the Murray
Independent School System,she
was tagged for the Gifted and
Talented Program with emphasis in music and language arts.
Taylor enjoys soccer, reading.
an work and playing with het
friends.
Her piano teacher is Margaret
Wilkins of Murray.

Ky. prison Shakespearean
dance film
group focus of— Sun
explores Shakespearean theatei
A

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
documentary film that
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Since 1968
ASK ABOUT LIFETIME WARRANTY

li

at a Kentucky prison will premiere next month at the
Sundance Film Festival in Park
City, Utah.
"Shakespeare Behind Bars"
follows the production of
William Shakespeare's play.
"The Tempest,- by inmates at
the Luther Luckett Correctional
Complex in La Grange. The film
made the cut of 16 from 624
applicants to Sundance, the
annual film festival that highlights international independent
film.
The theater program at the
prison started in 1995 as a
branch of the Books Behind
Bars program. The inmates perform for other inmates or family
and invited guests. This year. the
prison group is producing "A
Night of Scenes" to be performed Dec. 14 through 16 at
the prison, which is about 2C
miles east of Louisville.
Hank Rogerson directed the
90-minute documentary, produced by Philomath Films.

Get HIM with Digital Home Advantage. Its Easy and Simpte.
No equipment to buy (excludes monitor)
FREE upgrade to DISH 811 HD receiver
No DISH Network commitment
FREE Standard Professional Installation on up to 4 TVc

.
www.beasleysatellite.com
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1-877-455-0901

638 N. 12th St.. Murray.
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FRIDAY MORNING
NEW YORK(AP)— It's difficult to tell what's real and
what's not in Pine Valley, the
sleepy fictional town that on
Jan. 5 will have been the backdrop for ABC's "All My
Children" for 35 years.
On a seemingly typical -day,
there's a banner announcing
"Hay 35th Anniversary"
hanging in Pine Valley Hospital.
Much of the cast is gathered.
Agnes Nixon, the show's creator, addresses the group from a
podium, flanked by Susan
Lucci, the show's grand dame
Ray
and
Kane;
Erica
MacDonnell, the show's pillar
Joe Martin.
Then, a director yells: Cut!
They're not celebrating the
show's anniversary. It's a scene
in which they're toasting the
anniversary of Martin's 35 years
of working for the hospital. This
marks Nixon's first speaking
part on the show she created in
1970. Time, it seems, has
blurred the lines between soap
and reality.
"People ask me if I thought it
would last 35 years," Nixon,
who turns 77 on Dec. 27, later
told The Associated Press during
a real 35th anniversary celebration off the set. "I say, 'I hoped it
would last six months."
With the milestone, "AMC"
joins the ranks of over-35 soaps:
"Guiding Light," "General
Hospital," "As the World
Turns,""Days of our Lives" and
"One Life to Life," which Nixon
also created.
"It's interesting," said Eden
Riegel, who plays Kane's
daughter, the ultimately unlucky
Bianca Montgomery. "There's
so much work, you actually
spend more time as your character than you do as yourself."
That means Lucci and
MacDonnell, who've been on
"AMC" since its 1970 debut,
have spent 35 years of their lives
playing the same character. This
surrealism extends to Pine
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Ray
Kane,
Erica
plays
who
Susan Lucci, center,
and
Martin,
Joe
Dr.
of
role
the
plays
who
left,
MacDonnell,
Stuart
and
Adam
both
s
portray
who
right,
Canary,
David
n",
Chandler, in the ABC daytime drama, "All My Childre
show,
the
e
of
espisod
celebrate the taping of the 9,000th
Nov. 17, in New York. The show is turing 35. Lucci has
starred in all 9,000 episodes and will also celebrate thirtyfive years on the show in January 2005

Valley, an almost real town,
itself.
In person, the landscape of
the "AMC" sets, housed in the
ABC studios on Manhattan's
West Side, feel eerie. Llanview,
die setting on ABC's -One Life
to Live," isn't very far away —
in real life or on the show. In
Pine Valley, tree branches hang
from metal stands, not from
trunks. Curtains are stapled to
the wall, not hung from rods.
And the offices of Tempo, Pine
Valley's very own magazine, are
only inches away from the opulent Chandler mansion.
The simplicity of this imagined town, just another settlement in the world of soaps, is
completely opposite from its
residents' torrid histories.
"I've been shot at like four
times. Hit once. My wife got
shot and donated her heart to
another person and she came

back as a ghost. 1 flew to
Chechnya to save somebody in
the war. I became a billionaire.
Lost it all. Then became a bilagain," Cameron
lionaire
Mathison, who plays playboy
Ryan Lavery, said nonchalantly
when asked to recall his character's past.
"It's not as exciting as Susan.
Nobody's as exciting as Susan."
he said.
Lucci, who turns 57 on Dec.
23, and her alter ego's antics
have become synonymous with
"AMC." Throughout the 1980s
and 1990s, Lucci received
colossal publicity for the 19
Daytime Emmy nominations it
took before she won in 1999.
"Just when they've taken
Erica Kane every place, they
come up with something and
surprise me," Lucci told the AP
during the taping of the show's
9,000th episode.
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t
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art
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our Ad Call the
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day
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Ave
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Whit
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4.AINElpue.
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Unload Found

Notice

ME CAROUSEL
All Christmas
clothing and toys
20°c off through
December 22.
753-4005
DAN (D.J.) Merrell will
be 80 years old on
Dec 19th. If you like to
send him a card, his
address is: 1734 WFM
875. Middleton, TX
76065

BLACK & tan German
Shepherd 75 lbs ngh
ear not upnght lost in
Kirksey area 293-8728
JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,

Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends, Mere at the
Ledger & Times.
Call 753-1916
LOST: Boxer w/ blue
collar, answers to Bo
Lost in Cherry Corner
Rd area on 12/8. $50
reward 436-5567
060
HIM Wanted

DON'S
TOY SHOP
at Peddler's Mall
Large selection of
wood toys. Cars.
tractors, trucks.
trains, riding toys.
small furniture

Reduced prices
10% to 50% off

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5171

40.3t
DID YOU AVERAGE
THIS PER MILE IN
THE FIRST 6
MONTHS OF 2004"
OUR DRIVERS DID!
FULL BENEFITS
EXPERIENCED
DRIVERS ONLY
OWNER/ OPERATORS WELCOME
QUALITY CARRIERS.
(800)328-2657
TALK TO:
GEORGE AT EXT. 210
OR
JEF AT EXT. 206

•
tea
•*0 vs„..4
Nave

Ili

•

4-40' Heavy Duty clea

Murray State University
Racercard Office
Part-time Assistant
The Murray State University Racercard
Office is looking for a part-time assistant. The qualified individual will assist
the manager 3-4 days per week and fill in
when the manager is not in the office.
Responsibilities include, managing high
volume of student traffic coming in for
service and parents calling on the phone
with questions and concerns. Collecting
new and duplicate id fees, management
and operation of video imaging system.
Importing files, making id's for students,
faculty, staff and miscellaneous cards
and troubleshooting student cards daily.
Collection of declining balance and
deposit of cash drawer daily. Numerous
computer tasks relating to student
accounts, downloads and electronic
transfers.
Strong computer knowledge with a
minimum of five years computer and
management experience. The hourly
wage will be $12.00 per hour. Women
and minorities are encouraged to apply.
Employment
Education
Equal
Opportunity, M/F/D, AA employer. Send
resumes to: Kathy Rogers, Racercard
Systems Manager, MSU Racercard, 101
Curris Center, Murray, KY 42071.
(2701762-3003.
060

Harp Waled
presser
FULL-TIME
MURRAY Art Guild
needed, no evenings or
work. seeks Director. Part
weekend
Monday - Friday, 7:00 - arhe position lor arts
Competitive
and community advo3-30.
wages. life insurance, cate. Self initiator with
Nail
UPPERCuts
strong organizational
cleaning benefits, paid
design, Full Set $20, holidays & vacation.
Skills. Grant writing
Fill $12. DnI1 filing, air.helpful.
Apply in person at experience
brush manicure, pediBoone Cleaners, 605 Knowledge of Microsoft
&
walk-ins
cure.
Word and Excel. Send
Main St.
1104
appointments
resume with references
Office
Story Ave., 753-2887
MEDICAL
to: Debi Danielson.
Assistant required for a
Murray Art Guild, 103
busy practice. Will train
North Sixth Street,
for high expectations
PINE CREEK
Murray, KY 42071.
that we have for this
Deadline: Jan. 1, 2005.
RESORT
position. LPN, CMA, or
For more information
ILL BE OPEN
non-licensed person
call 436-2533
with office expenence
THROUGHOUT THE
NUMERITEX Displays,
competitive.
Salary
WINTER SEASON
Inc. has immediate lob
_
Wendy
Apply
openings for entry level
Plan your group
(270)527-2560
sales positions. If you
activities where
are outgoing. ambiNOW hinng- Local disthere is room for
tious, and career mindtribution center looking
ed, we would like to
enerable,
everyone.
for depend
talk to you. We offer a
work
to
getic individual
Large heated area
salary,
competitive
in fast paced, profesfor activities
warehouse. insurance allowance,
sional
sales
Stage for
Apply in person 8-5 M- 401K plan, and
bonuses. Come grow
E Quest 300 East
entertainment
with us. Mail resume to
Chestnut Street. EOE
Serving area with
608 Main St. Suite B.
tables & chairs
STYLISTS and nail Murray, KY 42071.
Inside Sales
tech needed. For info Attw
for
Call 435-4160
call 293-3545 or 492- Manager
n
informatio
8005 leave a message. OWN a computer? Put

Tremendous Opportunity

Used Car Manager
Brandon Cadillac - Pontiac - Buick is
looking for a team player to manage
used car inventory. Minimum 3 years
experience in new car dealership
required. Wages commensurate with
experience. All inquiries are strictly
confidential. Mail, fax or e-mail
resumes by 12/24/04. EOE
General Manager
P.O. Box 1035
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3090 (fax)
pry@ brandonautoworld.com

RESPIRATORY THERAPIST
Henry County Medical Center is seeking a
Respiratory Therapist. The schedule is 12
hours for the 2nd or 3rd shift. Candidate
must be CRT or RRT and have current TN
license.
ing
We offer excellent benefits includ
LTD
&
STD
life,
.
health, dental, vision
tiinsurance, retirement and also a compe
ates
candid
sted
Intere
ge.
packa
tive salary
n
should send resume or apply in perso
Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris. TN 38242
731-644-8472
Equal Opportunity Employer

060

0611
am
h

Jennifer at 753-2644
WILL babysit day or
Well-experinight
enced with children.
Call (270)978-1329
WILL clean up before
and after renters, new
construction, remodeling, floors, windows,
etc
baths.
kit,
436Experienced
5914. Valene

f. the Rolpies
oP2004!

Church

TV'S
COME by & check out
our large selection of
TV's and home electronics. Plasma, LCD,
DLP & Protection. TV
furniture also available.
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 500 N. 4th St.,
Murray, KY

MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556
Ward lo Buy

KEY .11:TO
P. RTS

CHRISTMAS Sale New shipment of living
room suites, mattresses and roll-a-ways.
Save on all furniture!
Furniture
Carraway
753-1502
USED Lane sectional
blue, 2 built in recliners,
recliner.
separate
$300.(270)705-3555

-Me lb. on

ly. Send resume: First
Presbyterian Church,
Main Street,
1601
Murray. (270) 7536460.

from no‘‘till

at Nick's
616 N. 12th
Murray

Stockade
now hiring daytime
waitress, cashier, and
dishwasher. Please
apply in person 641 S
Bel Air Shooing Center
753-0440

Parker Katelyn Hobb
August 17, 2004
i 6 lbs.• 18 1/2"
'Tim & Tammy

'53-5500

aluminum
BUYING
cans and other aluminum. Key Auto Parts.
753-5562

GASH paid for
good. used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
WANT to buy: Junk Car
and Trucks_ Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week

1)(7eCh
1

4

*rDC
i,J1tEr
valiebacts1

Deadline to submit photo and information: 1/13/05
Fir sere isistneetiers,ailIIStephens or kb *own at 153-1916

04

Apailments For Rent

320
ApertimOs For Rent
View
FORREST
Apartments 1213 N
16th St., now accepting
applications for 2br
townhouses, basic rent
$360/ month. Call 7531970. Leave Message.
LARGE 1BR duplex
with garage. 1549A
Martin Heights, no
pets. 753-5344, 2939970.

1 & 2BR apts available
for immediate occupancy. Please call,7538221
1 bedroom apts. $250$350 per month. 2BR
townhouses, washer &
dryer included. $410
per month. 753-7559

190
Farm Equipmrd

1 OR 2br apts near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo
753-4109

JOHN Deere 7200
Tractor, 1750 hrs. 10row planter Call after
6pm 270-492-8790
270

Noble Howe For Ws
12X55, 1BR, dean,fur

nished with appliances
must be moved.$5,000
OBO 615-331-3144
1999 Fleetwood 2BR,
1BA, C/H/A. 753-4801
AWESOME CLOSE
OUT SPECIALS ON
SIN2004
ALL
GLEWIDES & DOUBLEWIDESI

YOUR NEW
HOME TODAY WITH
"0" DOWN FINANCING: Call 731-584GET

9429

12'X8' wooden shed
$900 OBO Stacy 7536729
HARDIN 28R, 2 Bath
is
s
house
ING
2-STROKE mini chopCLEAN
deposit
no
$350/r
$450.
Call
new,
per. brand
my business.
228
437-4
437
4443/
Linda 759-9553,
559-9391, ask for Buck

38R. 1 bath, retrigera
tor, stove & dishwash
or, carport & 2 ca
C/H/A
garage,
Located 4 miles south
of Murray. 1 year lease
required, deposit, no
pets. $575 00 month.
436-2113.
2BR.
REMODELED
IBA C/H/A, no pets. 1
year lease $425/mo
753-9636

SMALL house for rent.
1BR, 1BA appliances
furnished. $300 a
month. 753-1222 ask
for Brenda
360
Slow Realels
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

753-9221
NEWLY redecorated
2BR. 1 bath, applifurnished,
ances
C/H/A, 1 year lease + 1
mo. deposit, no pets.
753-2905

1BR, 1 bath. W&D.
refrigerator, stove &
dishwasher. $325. 1
month free. 759-8780.

carport, W/D
hook-up, no pets.
$325/month. 753-6931
or 293-6070
1BR-4BR apartments.
Ask about move in free
days. Coleman RE
759-4118
1BR,

duplex C/H/A.
appliances furnished.
dryer
&
washer
hookup, wood stove.
$375 a month. 270759-1848

2BR

EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 2 bedroom
apartment, all appliances including washer/dryer. do* with outside storage. Excellent
Location! (270)7595885 or (270)293-7085
EXTRA nice 2br. 2.5
bath, well located

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available. 7532905 or 753-7536.

NICE 2BR duplex, no
pets. 753-7457 or 4366357
NOW LEASING
1,2 & 3bedroorn Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD *1-800-648-6056
ONE bedroom furnished low utilities, no
lease. No pets, deposit
required. $225. 7533949

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit

9429

Like new, has fireplace,
set-up includes well &
septic! Call 731-5849429

3 For Rent
Hompas
11111

for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment

om house. 1. 2,
Land/home packages 4 bedro
753-1252 or
apts.
3
84731-5
available!
753-0606

DOUBLEWIDE EXPO:

1

LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
38R $425.00
$100 deposit special

1BR apt available, all
appliances furnished
Mur-Cal Realty. 7534444

5111 of Liman.

ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 or all Call
Larry at 753-3633

Now accepting
applications for a parttime service manager
Apply in person

0

2BR trailer on .5 acre
ot. Refrigerator, washer & dryer. $275 a
month, daytime phone
759-8000. nighttime
435-4319
mobile
NICE 2BR
home and lots for rent
No pets 753-9866

ME
Home Furtiliklip

Send $10 payment,
photo, name of baby,
date of birth, weight
& length, parents names*
and self-addressed stamped
envelope to:
Murray Ledger & Times
Babies 2004
P.O. Box 1040
rAit,
Murray, KY 42071

nit's 4:1 Che

22
1
W11

GE washer & dryer, 7
cycle, heavy duty,
white, 4yrs old $200
762-9952

Computers

:iluminum Cans

0

•••..

DAY care for sale.
Serious inquines only.
Call 270-759-2524.

MondaySecretaryFriday 25 hours week-

SIRLOIN

111,

FREE
GET a free 4-room
Satellite System. DVR
SS
& HD receivers available. 6 months free HD
package with Dish
Network. Amenca's top
60 w/local networks
only $29.99 per month
Call Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more info
call 759-0901.
FREE L P. Gas fill with
20 lb tank purchase
B&B Brokers 7534389.
NEED Carpet or other
floor covering? We've
got it at a bargain at
Carpet Plus Service
Christmas is almost
here. Hurry! Buy it now
and we will get it
before
installed
Chnstmas and we will
090
do it nght Come to 51
Domestic & Childcare
in
Dr
Keystone
call
or
ld
Mayfie
SAVE MU on child (270)251-0646.
Experienced
care!
PITBULLS, 2 recliners,
cfPfTre.t.„. ../.49,710* car stereo system.
tween
ver.
caregi
690 leave
MSU and CCHS, sib- (270)761-2
message.
ling discounts. Call

it to work! Up to
$1,500 to $7,500/mo
PT/FT. 1-888-3143790 24 hr recording.
FREE BOOKLET.
www.vrtworldwide.corn
PART-TIME

span roof trusses with x
braces All for $500
753-3619
screen
wide
60"
Phillips Magnavox TV
767-9943 after 4
DRAFTSMAN'S fitting
table, $20. Metal desk,
3'x4'x28', $20: Large
Christmas ornaments;
pictures;
(270)227-0406.

101.0.1

1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Cell Today!
753-8668.

1

111111Ma For Ault

C/G/H/A, appliances
furnished, 20x20 stor-

2BR house, centre
HA& wd hookup. no
pets. 753-2259, 5278174 $550 a month, 1
month deposit

age garage in rear
Extra large kitchen &
dining area 759-3772

2BR, 753-4860 7531502

duplex, large carport,
Valleywood,
1405E3

PREMIER MINISTOR
AGE -Inside climate
control storage
•Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

408 Sunbury Circle
753-0020

commerical prop. for rent
Retail
or
OFFICE
space for rent 404 N.
4th St 850 sq.tt. o
more. Ready to show.
Call 759-3772
OFFICES upstairs at
Peniques. former Corn
Austin. 767-0007
3F.

AKC Boxer
753-2168

puppies

BEAUTIFUL black &
tan Doberman puppies
AKC registered. Tail
and fifth claws cut. All
wormed
&
shots
Father available on site
weekends. 931-2328341
BLUE Heeler- Border
Collie pups 1st & 2nd
shots, wormed $85
731-642-2796
DOG Obedience.
Master Trainer.
436-2858.
GOLDEN retrievers, 7
weeks old, had shots,
vet checked, $100.
489-2597

ADECCO EMPLOYMENT
SERVICES
We will be at the Department for Employment
Services on Friday, December 17th from

8 am-I2 pm. and Monday. December 20th from
8 am-4 pm accepting applications for Briggs and
Stratton Co. Please bring in two forms of
identification to be considered for employment.
The DES is located at 1200 Johnson Blvd.,
Murray. KY 42071.
Drug testing required for all positions.

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments

Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

"O.
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IONIMO Cars

es For Sib

em Mend

AFFORDABLE
A-1
2001 Honda Accord
FOR sale 23 acres BUY and Live Free!
Enjoy this large 3/2 EX-L, 4-DR, Green, HAULING all around
fee
2
dock
boat
with
Pay
New
.
-Earn Your Degree- 'Drivers
ANNOUNCEMENTS
desn-up, gutters, tre.
It
.320- from KY Lake 20 brick home on a double 41K, fully loaded.
ivork. 436-2867
•A beautiful, compiete Online from home. Package Start
ng
collecti
lot
while
used
deer
at
certified
Honda
ng on acres, 23 acres
dependi
mile
38e/
Manilla:WM
nOW
s,
l,
We
Busines
Paralega
smoky mountain wedAU. CARPENTRY
1/04, extended warranmiles, hunting paradise Night $950 rent on three 1/1
nce,
,
ding. Onginal log wett- Computers. Networking experie
addibons
Remodeling,
live in a
ty 12/07. $15000293Order by II
e, benefits. 1 270- 436-2921, day cell apartments or
ing chapel. Everything and-mien. Financial Aid hometim
porches, decks, sun
one-bedroom
small
8073
MVR 270-514-4148
good
OTR,
pick up mix day..
year
nt
e,
job
placeme
availabl
provide& photos, video,
rooms, roofing, vinyl
CDL TWO story brick apart- and collect $1450 a
Class-A
LX,
Civic
Honda
2000
'lowers, formal wear, assistance, and com- and
home
mobile
siding,
or
coiled $1700
ft. of 29 & 26 eau
_ ,000+
Total 800-942- ment building with 5 month
auto, repair, sagging loons.
mil,
64,000
abins Smolues best puters provided. Call required
ons 263. two-BR units. Excellent and live elsewhere
extensi
2104
free
8-2121
(866)85
Ors
dtHIse,
,aloe 1-800-262-5683
green,
#1 &V available in most
termite & *Met damLarge storage spaces
238, 237
income -producer
PW/PDL, CD/AM/FM. age. Larry Nimmo
eww smokymountainflexible
SPORTING/SPORTother
and
270-7530
Call Metal Mall
or
"Drivers: OTR Dnvers $125,00
,eeddingchapels.com
MG GOODS
(270)753-9372
arrangements possi- $8.950 759-1282
-1545
Our 4109. 270-227
CPM!
43
Make
(270)753-0353
ble Cable and Internet
LX,
•Reach over 1,000,000 'CHERRY BLOSSOM
Accord
91 Honda
program ensures
included. Big yards
BACKHOE &
readers with one call! GOLF AND COUNTRY OTR
2nd owner, $2,200
no gimmoreearn
Sim
you
For
ts
to
lil
Walk
of
trees
lots
TRUCKING
1
Contact the classified CLUB, Georgetown, Ky.
753-730
OBO.
fuzzy
hospital and downtown
ROY HILL.
of this Golf Digest voted us micks and no
department
math, just top pay! You 15 fenced acres north
undusnes $98,750
Septic system gravel
newspaper or call KPS best places to play
startMurray
begin with a great
of
east
white rock
(270)227_-_04Q6. Local
at 502-223-8821 for 2004! Join us for your
ing wage: 3+ years. $60,000 753-1940 o
436-2113
call
more information about next round or outing.
Start at 36 cpm: 1-3 978-0523
work & Track
Dozer
HOUSE FOR SALE
placing a 25-word des- Special
Membership
Wagon
996 Ford Club
years: start at 35 cpm, 195 acres. pins NA at
hoe
Extra nice 3-Bedroom, Chateau loaded, rear
ailed in 74 newspapers offers now available.
34
at
3-12 months: start
-We Specialize in Cleaning"
Wildcat Campground, 3-Bath Large Kitchen, NC,4 captain's chairs,
Call 502-570-9849!
for only $225!
BENSON'S Home &
cpm. And with guaran- county water & power
with new tires, everything,
Room
Free
Living
Repairs
Roof
'Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Home,
BUILDINGS
teed rapid raises, you're good hardwood and
Built-in works, used for long
Fireplace,
TRUCK DRIVERS
estimates Home* 270*Brick 'All External Cleaning
within
cpm
37
at
'Building Sale! 'Rock
Dining distance travel, excelpine timber. exc huntBookcase,
HELP WANTED
435-4033, cells 270'Acid Cleaning Available
s
months; your increase
Bottom Prices!' Final
ing (270)871-2834 or
Room & Den Lots of lent condition. Call 767293-5166
'We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Driveway.
Clearance. Beat next •16-day COL Training- continue until you reach (270)748-2808
closets & Storage 9442
CARPORTS Starting
Placement 42 cpm! You can add up
price increase. Go Job
David Borders
79 acres, 65 tendable, space. 1/2 Basement
at $675 installed Roy
Major
ce.
-pm
c
l
2
Assistan
an
additiona
to
20x26,
direct/save.
fireplace.
with
13 or (2701 527-7176
north767-03
acre
(270)
an
$1,900
6-2113
Hill
(270)43
hiring
ies
with bonuses paid each
25x30, 30x40, 35x50, Compan
d Sun Room &
Enclose
County.
y
Callowa
west
Used Trucks
Custom
40x60, 45x90, 50x100, $500/$900 weekly plus month- you don't have 753-5839
CATHY'S
Double car
Patio.
Others. benefits. No money, no to wait until the end of
Wallpapering. Need
60x180
Green
small
&
garage
www.rnurrayl.d9er.com orikw.entirhunting on 80
Chevrolet 4WD,
1-800-668- problem! Call Now 877- the year or quarter. Our GREAT
help? Call cell 270Pioneer
House Has approxi- 1989
house
4BR
with
8
acres
554-380
package also includes
LWEtase 70,000 miles.
5422
978-0569 home 270Acres
4
mately
• itt 1111. I 117111
s and full in need of TLC. Has
Jasper motor, trans492-8342
By
•$42,000 to $50.000 paid vacation
Shown
0
$189,50
BUSINESS
raytedger.tOm wwW.muriayletlitecom
barns
and
pond
denmedical,
2003,
benefits:
rebuilt
mission
average FIRST YEAR.
Appointment Only. Call
OPPORTUNITIES
ion $150,000. 270-753DNJ HANDYMAN
& black,
burgundy
Home most weekends! tal, vision, prescript
0.
753-587
530
-1545
270-227
4109.
We do all the odd jobs
excellent work truck
•$$ Get paid Weekly! Blue Cross/ Blue Shield! discount, 401K with
HOUSE for sale 38R $2,200 752-0018
Services Offered
Services Offered
you don t have time
Come work with eBay EZ Pass! 1 year OTR matched contributions
brick, 2 bath in down
for
repairs
your
all
Operate
Plus,
for
more!
and
home
your
Use
Online.
required.
experience
Right
&
Call 753-6483
QUICK
Rubbish
JUNK/
home and business
computer or laptop. No Kingsport
Regional. own late-model convenPainting House work
READY for you!!!
Removal, clean out
293-5438
experience necessary. Heartland Express 1- tional with the flexibility 2BR
vertica
with
Yard work, Odd Jobs
attics, garages, yard
Charming 3 bedroom
Call On-Line Supplier. 8 0 0 - 4 4 1 - 4 9 5 3 of taking it home with duplex behind. Grea
1-2559
DOZER WORK
(270)76
9areas,
(270)48
living
2
etc.
every
offbnck,
waste,
time
for
you
Ext.
(866)622-9983
436-5141 A-AFFORDwww heartlandexinvestment. $65,000
INSTALL & REPAIR
fireplace. appliances,
2583
14 days. if you choose.
RESICO M
9708 www.onlinesuppli- press.corn
ABLE Hauling Clean
270-753-4109, 270
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
workshop,
LLC.
C/H/A,
Contractors,
Call Now.. we'll have
eucom
out garages, gutters
5
GRAVEL HAULING.
'Advance your driving your truck waiting for 227-154
attractive landscaping, junk & tree work
Home repair, renovaill911
L___the
LLArrgh
'Need Extra Cash? career! Increase in pay
Public or Contract
514 Whenell.(270)293hauling, landscaping, tion & building servicyou! 1-800-2JB-HUNT 2BR, 1 bath C/-VA,
Work one day per package. Contractors &
Contact at 270-7537653. Alesia (Grey's)
es, concrete & tile vinyl
backhoe & loader work
EOE. subj to d/s. 3 mos detached 2 car garage.
ROOF
8
492-868
month, collect $1000 Company
9503
needed. exp. req.
5 or 492-6265
siding & replacement
753-454
es.
applianc
New
S.
acre.
1+
REPAIR
dollars plus!! Own your Flatbed- Refrigerated270-227windows
8
29
753-700
.
types
Roofs all
own vending business. Tanker. Over-the-road. •Drivers, over the road. $68,000
FUTRELL'S Tree
LEE'S Carpet
2115. 270-436-5764
Call
ce
expenen
years
ent
investm
w/sides,
Flat
Service
g
Small
Cleanin
regional_ 35 states.
812 S. 9th. For sale by
Some
SIMMONS'S Carpentry
Carters
2004 KX250 Kawasaki
removal,
required, call toll-free 1- Commercial
Trimming,
"since 1971"
Driver's late model convention- owner 1779 sq ft nice
& Handyman work
asking
new.
fireLike
,
ce.
grinding
ery
expenen
3
years
als.
s
stump
*Upholst
866-341-8363
'Carpet
Removal
resiStump
A-1
bnck home quiet
License training. 1 -800Free estimates Call
$5,000 0130 731-247- 437-3044
bonus. dential street, $89,000.
wood Insured 489'Emergency Water
771-6318. $2,000 sign on
BUSINESS
8 and 270767-095
-0514
731-336
mile+
5648.
8e
Start .34c-.3
2839.
Removal 'Quick
For more information or
PROPERTY TO RENT WWW primeinc.com
519-8570
Drying
benefits. Call (800)444- questions, call 8122001 Yamaha Kodiak
office •Dnver- $3,000 Bonus 6648
'Professional
WALTERS
Free Estimates
400, 4x2. green, excel293-4170
EXPRESS AUTO & CYCLE SALES
space for rent in with flatbed experience.
CONTRACTING
"Got Dirt?"
lent shape low hours,
Owner
:
'Drivers
Frankfort. Just off US Excellent home time,
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
CONSTRUC- adult ridden $2,900
753-5827
10072 121 North.
needed! NEW
1-64. fantastic pay. full bene- Operators
near
127
Siding, Addition. and
forbath,
2
3-bdr,
KY
6
TION
gton.
293-970
Farmin
700 fits, assigned trucks. $0.88 per mile or 70%
Approximately
Remodeling. Quality
family
DR.
LA,
mal
Polaris
2000
Plates avail489-6075
LET us repair your old
square feet on second flatbed training avail- of gross.
Work. Over 30 Years
room, kitchen nook, Expedition
425.
weltrucks
Older
able
mas"
furniture, inside paintJust arrived in time for Christ
Gerald
floor. pnvate bath, clos- able. 6 months expenExperience.
& separate $3,500. 767-9575 after
l,
whirlpoo
get
can
Freight
•
staining
ing
and
ets. $600 per month, ence required, 800-441- comedWafters 753-2592
bed- 5:00p.m.
master
shower,
you home on weekEstimate given Phone
• Tile aft I IL-V. rid1,1111et ht_
includes water/sewer, 4271 ext. ET135
room, covered front
560
ends. Call Maxine at
2
435-468
scooters
electnc. gas. Call 502- 'Driverpowered
Gas
porch.
•
back
&
porch
1111
Company T&T
Dedicated
Free Column
Cars
tiesd
223-8821
Bikes
Dirt
Timber
00cc
,
•I
'Dedicated Carriers. Inc., 1-800- Brick, fireplace
Drivers
moving?
help
NEED
SPECIA„,
WEEK'S
THIS
subdivision,
COME is & CHECK Out
Trails
2,500- 511-0082
'
Customers
FINANCIAL
Expenenced. referrals, FREE to a good home
Taurus
Ford
completion. 97
.3 Red Jeep Wrangler 93 xxx miles. S6
nearing
week
miles/
3.000
now
Cash
HS$
tree estimates 270- female rat terrier house
•SSCAS
$1,100.
K
Owner
995
149,000
S9
xxx
:
34
miles
'Drivers
Pickup
5:00.
after
0
Dodge
02
753-150
me
for structured settle- 'Consistent Hometi
dog, 8 years old, very
703-2942
-2197
•'
270-382
Tractors
;,--1
rs•
Operato
$182,500
Conventionals
smart. 753-9842
ments, annuities. and 'Newer
Trucks
Straight
Available $1.53,
payouts. 'Benefits
Insurance
Vans
Cargo
$1.15,
year.
1st
542,000+
JG
(800)794-7310
incenJDC $.75-.80, Sign on
JG 877-687-5627.
Wentworth...
Call Tri-State
tive.
6
CDL-A;
s.
Logistic
Wentworth means cash
888-320Expedited.
all
now for structured set- months OTR
BIRTHDAY for smart and play it easy. By
HAPPY
5424
take this person's
don't
means,
Covenant
tlements.
'DriverFriday, Dec. 17, 2004:
Why leave
actions personally. Relate on a
Transport. Teams and 'Driverswill
FOR SALE
This year, work on avoiding con- one-on-one level. Tonight: How
we
us
,
'
holidays
the
for
home
solos check out our new
es
messag
fusion by confirming
4-Room pay plan. Ask about our Train locally for your
•Free
'bout quality time with someone
glad to help.
and key conversations. You have special?
System Regional Runs. Owner CDL-A in 16 days'? Jot
DIRECTV
Units Available
Size
•All
the ability to make a big differ- VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
standard , Operators, experienced placement asst. Wfv,
includes
Murray Ledger &
•Now Have Climate Control
installation. 3 months drivers, solos, teams wait'? Begin your nee
ence, especially in your home *** You might not mean to
Times
tree HBO & Cinemax! and graduate students. career! 800-398-9908
life. Smile, and others will misunderstand someone, but the
Access to over 225 Call 1 -888-MORE-PAY 'Flatbed
&
0/0's
respond. Learn to listen well and end results might not be pleasprobchannels! Limited time (1-888-667-3729) Equal Company
Welcome
not to take others or their ant. Try to sort through a
a meeting or
offer. S&H, restrictions Opportunity Employer.
Confirm
lem.
Home to PFT Inc. Great
might
You
.
granted
thoughts for
apply 1-800-208-4617
Pay.
ions. Don't stress yourself
&
make an investment in your instruct
'Driver- Need expen- Freight
$500
Pay
ion
out. Just be yourself. Let feelings
Orientat
HEALTHCARE
and
drivers
estate.
real
of
enced
home or in a piece
requirements are: 6
flow. Tonight: Accept an invita'
Affordable Healthcare owner operators in mid- months OTR 1st seat, 4
Still, get feedback, especially tion.
&
$64.95/ mo, per family! west area. Regional
from those you consider to be LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
months flatbed expenUp to 50% savings on OTR. Home weekly, ence. Good work historeal estate gurus. If you are sin- **** Don't trust everything
hospitals, doctors, den- great pay and benefits. ry. Acceptable driving
gle. you are in the mood to nes- you hear. In fact, you might want
tists, pharmacy & more! Call 800-863-1136
record. Call 800-767obesity tle in this year. Be careful to to check information that heads
University
Yale
Pre-existing conditions •Onvers- $1,000 sign on 7109
By The Associated Press
choose the right person PISCES your way. Do research and dive
l.
Brownel
accepted . 1-888-236- for experienced teams!
You know drinking and driv- researcher Kelly
your work. Someone might
No
CRST
Studies also suggest that peo- could be an anchor or an alba- into
8041 ext. 90940 or Earn 41c/ mile. No *Need a Job?
drinkabout
what
but
bad,
is
ing
ating. Don't buy any
exagger
be
No
ple who consume too many calo- tross.
www.rickinc health- NYC. pay on delivery experience'?
ing and dieting?
items involved with communicacredit
No
!
Problem
likeless
are
es
wayz.corn
and guaranteed homeThat all depends on your ries from beverag
tion. Tonight: Get your favorite
check. No monthly payly to compensate by cutting back The Stars Show the Kind of munchies on the way home.
'Family Health Care time. USA Truck BOO- ment. Immediate benefit sense of moderation. A drink
plan! 237-4642
then probably won't elsewhere in their diet than those Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
w/prescription
package. Now hiring in now and
net4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so: ***** A financial decision
Best
with a holiday belly, who overeat food.
mo:
n
you
$69.95/
America
'Drivers.
your area. 1-877-443- leave
Drinking also sabotages diets I -Difficult
work. excellent cover- Global wants 0/0p, 8289
but knocking back too many sixmight be off or too much of a nsk.
factor. says
age. No limitations! company, teams. You
packs can do a number on your through the munch
You are in a wild mood and might
package
mann
Elisabetta Politi, nutritio
Includes dental, vision, have tried the rest, now 'New Pay
k abs.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
take action anyway. Play it safe,
t six-pac
Pre-existing cond. OK! come drive for the best. 2005. EPES Transpor
, even ager at Duke University's Diet ** You might worry tar too even if you don't want to. Call it
imbibe
you
Before
t
Call: WCS 800-288- We have the best of offers an excellen
ely, consider this: and Fitness Center. Alcohol low- much. Don't make this momen- an early day. if you can, and
Driver pro- moderat
makes the tary characteristic contagious. leave work. Socializing is your
9214 ex12332 'Startup everything
888-296- Company
During this season of indul- ers inhibitions, which
nuts Keep it to yourself, even if it forte. Tonight: Let your magnetgram and a brand new
mixed
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0330
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Owner Operator Pay
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attracti
more
much
that
those
down
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ism speak.
means isolating yoursetf. Listen
Washin
D
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WANTE
HELP
Company/ and orientation pack- normal
'Drivers/
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ups an
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with
treats
BUSKE
Ops
True
e
Owner
Availabl
age.
Experienced
*Sales/
remains only a figure of to share. Tonight: Make your 21)
Money! Choice benefits for already high calorie count, the bar
Installers: Looking for Offer Miles And
stick to some basic wort( a top priority.
,
speech
**** Your thoughts might nn,
antly.
:
signific
mes
benefits
0/0's. 30-month zero someti
great people for a great Home time
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the
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that
be on work or your job. You rtm..'
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news
dental/ out Lease Purchase
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health/
401K,
ment.
working environ
Politi says the simpler the *** Others do reversals that be concerned about a person
safe
you
keeps
COL-A
that
.
advice
available
same
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No
vision
program
Commissions up to
drink the better. Wines, beer and could cause a change of plans. and/or domestic matter. Confirm
3- Canada home week- on the, road also can make it
$1,000+ per week. 23 1/yr OTR 1-877-61
spirits are best. Mixed drinks, You could get upset, but on the meetings, communication and
ends. 1 yr OTR experi- safer to step on the scale.
Brinks Security, call 1- 6385 ext. 286
as a margarita or punch, other hand, you might be delight- plans in general. Don't allow a
such
nes
guideli
dietary
CDL-A.
,
Federal
required
ence
502-895-8263
'Drivers Needed ASAP!!
500 calories per serv- ed by your restructured plans. misunderstanding to get to you.
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can
a
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3
6
one
0
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to
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limit alcohol
Regional. OTR and 1 - 8 0 0 - 7 3
a third of the Think in terms of clearing out the Tonight: Head on home.
INSTRUCTIONAL
roughly
or
ing,
men.
rt.com day for women, two for
0/0s. Top pay and ben- wwwepestranspo
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total
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it.
overdo
to
easy
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But
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efits! No CDL?
'Regional
Tonight: Where you are, the *** Your instincts might conRapid training for a high
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train and hire you! Call Available' Home weekyour
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watchi
fuse you. Be realistic and practiAviation
you're
If
comerParty is.
Ming
CDL Network 866-212- ly. Midwest- Northeast- dard bottle) of beer has about
ation and distilla- GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
cal. Ask questions and confirm
ferment
carbs,
mairitenance. FAA pre- 9737 pin 3172 witrveccfl1
and
beers
Light
.
calories
150
Southeast. Also hiring
as **** Work with a misunder- meetings. You might be making
such
,
alcohol
hard
make
dicts severe shortage. network.corn
tion
alcohol
hard
of
OTR Company- Owner 1/2-ounce shots
Job
ArdFinancial
vodka, rum, gin and whiskey, a standing and don't take some- mountains out of molehills. Relax
Operator- Solo- Teams. have about 100 calories. A 3 1/2ce
assistan
nt
placeme
choice. These drinks have one's comments personally, and reach out for others. A walk
great
75
about
has
wine
of
-DRIVE
glass
-CFI
ounce
Call 1-800
(888)349-5387. AIM 6
no sugar, and that means even if he or she adds that touch during lunchtime could relieve
or
little
cooler
wine
as Supplies
calories. A 12-ounce
www.cfidrive.com
of confusion. Be more in touch some stress. Tonight: At a
locations.
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Promoting your
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be Jacqueline Bigar

753-3853

1 270.753-1916
Alcohol adds to
potential diet busters

R

d..
The Place to
Start.... Murray
Ledger & Times

UKC American Eskimo
miniature,
puppies,
born 10/18. $250. 3958396 or 205-0562
pup,
Corgi
Welsh
female. red & white
$280 382-2224.
Livestock & Supplies

REGISTERED Boston
Terrier puppies $300
each. 759-2484
SHIH-TZU S&W paper
trained. 731-352-0037
731-642-5151
SUGAR gliders ready
for Christmas. Lovable.
exotic pocket pets. Call
762-0179

HORSES for sale. 2
Geldings. 9 yr old Bay
15 yr old Spotted
White. Includes tack:
each saddles. saddle
blankets, bridles, hal
ropes
lead
ters,
Horses must be sold a,
a pair. $1,200 Firm
Phone (270) 436-590C
9am-8pm

INDOOR Avon and
'stuff' sale Fridays and
Saturdays 9am-6pm or
appointment
by
through December 18,
items
New
2004.
added weekly. 3528
Pottertown Rd. 436-

Check us out
on the Web!
wewrfurapiedgerme

has 180 calories, and I 1/2
ounces of most liqueurs have
160 or more.
But drinking just a serving or
two can be difficult. Wine often
is served in 6-ounce or larger
glasses. And if you prefer your
beer on tap, realize that a pint of
brew holds 16 ounces.
Complicating the issue is a
tendency by people to treat beverage calories differently than
those from food, thinking somehow that the glass of cabernet
sauvignon doesn't count as
much as the pasta with carboners.
But calories are calories, and
when too many are consumed
the body turns them into fat,
regardless of the source. says

If wine is more your style.
don't fret the carbs too much.
White wines average about I
gram of carbohydrates per serving, reds about 2 grams. Sweet
dessert wines pack 12 grams.
As for beer, light varieties
have about 5 grams of carbohydrates, while low-carb beers can
have as few as 3 grams. Regular
beers have about 13 grams.
Whatever you drink, don't do
it on an empty stomach. Alcohol
is absorbed faster when there is
no food in your system.
While a fast buzz might be
fun, it also lowers your inhibitions, making you more likely to
overeat and overdnnk.

with your feelings about a boss
an older relative. You don't
want to sabotage this tie.
Tonight: A,force to be dealt with.
CANCER (Juno 21-July 22)
**** You might be overly
nervous or uptight about what
you need to complete. Just dig in
and ignore calls and knocks on
your door. You might be a bit
overwhelmed, but you will get
the job done Reach out for
someone at a distance or an
expert if you need to. Tonight:
Split work and town if you can.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** A chad or loved one raises the roof or does something
that doesn't please you. You can
start a conflict or let it go. Be

or

favorite spot.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** A friendship could cost
you a lot more than you had
anticipated Be careful. If someone disappoints you, don't make
judgments and don't act out
Balance your checkbook before
you head out the door. Work on
being sensible Tonight: Play
Santa.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Your simile helps others get
over a misunderstanding. A boss
could be overly demanding or
challenging. Confirm what he or
she wants. Try to avoid confusion or a misunderstanding. Be
gracious while others stress out.
Tonight: Do what you want.

II

10 years ago
Published is a picture of
mourners gathered Dec. 15 for
a candlelight memorial seri,ice at Trigg County High School
Lo remember the seven teenagers who died from injuries
sustained in a car wreck one
year ago on Highway 68 in
Trigg County. The photo was
by Staff Photographer Bernard
Kane.
Mr. and Mrs. J.W. Wilson
will be married 60 years Dec.
12.
Births reported include a
boy to Marian and Mylan Gearing, Dec. 13; a boy to Carolyn and Danny Dunn and a
girl to Sharon and Daniel
McGrew, Dec. 14.
• Murray State University
Racers won 75-58 over Tennessee State in a basketball
game.
20 years ago
Martha Lyle Pitman, Nick
Allen Swift and Francesco Jabson, all of Murray, were students at Murray State University named for the 1985 edition of "Who's Who Among
Students in American Universities and Colleges.
Births reported include a
girl to Sara and Sonny Watts
and a girl to Lana and James
Williams. Dec. 9.
In high school basketball
games. Calloway Lakers won
over Lone Oak with John Mark
Potts high scorer for the Lakers; Murray Lady Tigers won
and Tigers lost to St. Mary
Vikings with Diana Ridley and
Stanley Rutledge high scorers
for the Tigers.
30 years ago
Ray L. Dunn of Madisonville
has been named as coordinator of Allied He*th Programs
at Murray State University by
the MSU Board of Regents.
Mrs. Lavada Mitchuson

Deering, 37, died Dec. 14 from
injuries sustained when hit by
a falling tree at the family
farm near Browns Grove.
Mr. and Mrs. T.J. Murphy
will be marned 50 years Dec.
25.
Murray State University
Racers lost to Memphis State
in a basketball game at Midsouth Coliseum, Memphis.
Jesse Williams was high scorer for Murray.
40 years ago
An average of $34.76 per
hundred pounds was reported
for the sale of dark air cured
tobacco, type 35, on the Murray Market on Dec. 15, according to 011ie Barnett, market
reporter. Total volume was
478,700
for
$166,431.72
pounds.
Mr. and Mrs. A.C. Heath
were married 50 years Dec.
15.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. William Grogan, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas M. Spoerner and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Russell.
50 years ago
Judging for the Christmas
Home Decorating Contest,
sponsored by Garden Department of the Murray Woman's
Club, will be on Dec. 20 and
21
Cpl. Billy Moody, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron G. Moody,
is serving with the Korean
Military Advisory Group with
the Army Unit in Korea.
Mr. and Mrs. T.O. Turner
will be married 62 years Dec.
18.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Henshaw, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
William Calhoun and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. William Bailey.

DEAR ABBY: My husband
took me out to an expensive
restaurant. As we chatted over
dinner, we
realized that
the couple
next to us
was eavesdropping on
our conversation. They
could hear
everything
Door Abby we were
saying.
They kept
By Abigail
turning their
Buren
Van
heads and
looking straight at us. They even
tried to peek when the check
came.
My husband and I tried to
ignore it, however, it put a
damper on our nice evening.
How should we tell nosy people to "butt out" of our dinner conversation? -- CONVERSATIONALLY SPEAKING IN
DELAWARE
DEAR CONVERSATIONALLY SPEAKING: You and
your husband missed an opportunity to have some fun. If
you invent wild enough dialogue, the reaction can be funnier than a floor show. You
could have raised your voices
just a bit and begun discussing
how you were going to spend
the "drug money" -- or which
girl you planned to send on
the next "call." Short of asking to be seated at another
table, there is no foolproof way
to discourage nosy eavesdroppers.

ContractBridge
A Simple Rule of Thumb
trick and a diamond. But he managed
South dealer.
his assets well and wound up making
North-South vulnerable.
the slam.
NORTH
He woe the spade lead with the
•1072
ace, cashed the A-K of trumps and
10 6 3
then embarked on a campaign to
•A K J 8
avoid the risky diamond finesse. He
41 94
began by leading the ten of clubs to
EAST
WEST
the jack, ruffed a spade. then led the
•8 5 4
461“).1963
ten of diamonds to the ace and ruffed
V Q 95
V J4
dummy's last spade.
•Q 7 4 2
•6 3
Having run East out of spades to
+632
+875
set the stage for a potential endplay,
SOUTH
declarer next played the A-K-Q of
•A
clubs, discarding a diamond from
A K 8 72
dummy on the last club. East, reluc•1095
tant to win the trick, discarded a dia4tA K Q 10
mond instead of ruffing.
The bidding:
the
delayed
merely
This
East
North
West
South
inevitable, because declarer next led
Pass
3V
2
l V
his last trump. forcing East to win
6
and return a diamond from the Q-7
Opening lead — king of spades.
There is certainly nothing into dummy's K-.1. And so South
made six hearts even though the slam
unusual about reaching an uncertain
it happens all the time -- seemed destined to fail.
contract
In finding the winning line of
but when you do. you still do everyplay, declarer merely followed the
thing possible to try to make it. Congeneral principle that one shouldn't
sider South's plight in the present
stake the outcome on a finesse withcase where he got to six hearts and
out first seeking a reasonable alternaWest led the king of spades.
tive. Once South thought of the prinWith ordinary play, South would
hate gone down one, losing a trump ciple, the rest was as easy as pie.
Tomorrow: Test your play.
e2004 King Features Syndicaie Inc

Length of
surgery varies

Restaurant eaves droppers leave
bad taste in couple's mouth
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DEAR ABBY: My letter is
DEAR DR. GOTT: My Lestoil helped a reader with
in response to the one f
physician suggested that I get psoriasis. Judging from my
the neighbors who complained arthroscopic shoulder surgery readers' mail, this home remabout the noise their neigh- because of a torn rotator cuff edy is ineffective — and Lestoil
bor's children made playing
and a bone is virtually impossible to find.
yard.
the
in
He Therefore, in a follow-up artibasketball
spur.
As a boy, many years ago,
told me the cle, 1 told readers that this
I probably annoyed our neighoperation alternative therapy is not approlast priate; unlike Vicks VapoRub
bors the same way. Now that
will
boy has grown into a man,
between for nail fungus and Certo with
who has taken care of literaland grapejuice for arthritic pain.
two
ly thousands of youngsters in
three hours. Lestoil doesn't work. I'm sorry
my practice of behavioral pediThis seems to report this, but it did not
atrics.
Like a long withstand the criticism of my
Experience tells me that
to me. alert and interested readers, who
Dr. Gott time
all youngsters would be outI've read on once again proved that expeside playing basketball or any
the Internet rience is a valuable constituent
By
of success — or lack thereof.
other activity of exertion, we
Dr. Peter Gott that the proacademfewer
To give you related inforfar
have
e
would
cedur
ic and behavioral problems. should take from 15 minutes mation, I am sending you a
Approximately 75 percent of my
to three hours. I've also spo- copy of my Health Report
patients never go outside to play. ken to other people who have "Eczema and Psoriasis." Other
Many of them are addicted to had the same surgery complet- readers who would like a copy
video games, and some to tel- ed in an hour. Why the dis- should send a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope
evision.
crepancy?
and $2 to Newsletter, P.O. Box
The ramifications of this
a
genAs
:
DEAR READER
addiction are enormous. These eral rule, the duration of sur- 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be
children tend to be more agi- gery is a function of how much sure to mention the./Kle.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I contated and anxious. Their blood has to be done, technical facpressure and pulse are often tors and the skill of the sur- stantly clip your articles out
of my local newspaper so I
increased. Their imagination is geon.
dulled. They have a higher risk
For shoulder arthroscopy, 15 can keep them for future refof obesity, early onset diabetes, minutes seems much too short erence. Have you considered
and future cardiovascular dis- a time, three hours a little on a book that might cover some
ease. Their sleep patterns are the long side. Therefore, I sug- of the topics you discuss in
upset (many stay up all night gest that you speak to the your column?
DEAR READER: As luck
to play their video games afte
orthopedic surgeon who will
their parents are sleeping), and
perform the surgery. Ask him would have it, I have a new
there is some evidence that exactly what needs to be done book about to be released entithey are at increased risk fo
and how long it will take. He tled "Live Longer, Live Betseizures.
is the best resource to answer ter: Taking Care of Your Health
If the pounding of a basyour questions. Don't rely sole- After 50." It is available through
ketball is annoying to some ly on the Internet.
Quill Driver Books,(800) 6056
7
folks, they should step back
1
You might also question him 7
and look at the big picture. about non-surgical treatment, www.QuillDriverBooks.com. I
That sound would be a sym- such as cortisone shots and an hope you enjoy it.
phony to my ears because I intensive rehab program superknow that these youngsters are vised by a licensed physical
If readers would like to
doing something that will ben- therapist. Perhaps you may be contact Dr. Gott, they may
efit themselves and ultimately one of the lucky people who write him through your newssociety. -- JOEL P. SUSSMAN, doesn't need surgery at all.
paper or send their mail
to Dr. Gott do UnitM.D., FAAP,COLUMBIA,S.C.
directly
DEAR DR. GOTT: I read
DEAR DR. SUSSMAN: your column on treating pso- ed Media, 200 Madison Ave.,
Thank you for an important riasis with Lestoil, a kitchen 4th n., New York, NY 10016.
letter. As some readers point- cleanser. However, I cannot find However, if readers want to
ed out, the complainer should
a store that carries the prod- request a newsletter, they
be thankful the neighbor chilshould write to the Ohio
uct. Please help.
dren are involved in activities
DEAR READER: As is my address_
as healthy as athletics. (Better
practice. I mentioned in a colto shoot hoops than each other!) umn several months ago that

By the Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Dec. 16,
the 351st day of 2004. There
are 15 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. 16. 1944, the World
War II Battle of the Bulge
began as German forces
launched a surprise counterattack against Allied forces in
Belgium.
On this date:
In 1773, the Boston Tea
Party took place as American
colonists boarded a British ship
and dumped more than 300
chests of tea overboard to
protest tea taxes.
In 1809, Napoleon Bonaparte was divorced from the
Empress Josephine by an act
of the French Senate.
In 1985, reputed organizedcrime chief Paul Castellano was
shot to death outside a New
York City restaurant.
In 1991, the U.N. General
Assembly rescinded its 1975
resolution equating Zionism
with racism by a vote of.11125.
Ten years ago: The White
House and Republicans traded barbs over whose tax plan
was fairer to the middle class,
a day after President Clinton
presented a package of proposed tax cuts.
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Crosswords
ACROSS
1
4
7
11

Not close
Scale notes
Cast a ballot
Abominable
Snowman
12 Forest grazer
13 Caesar's worst
day
14 Layered cookie
15 Trouble
16 Gets a load of
17 Pesky bugs
19 Takes advice
21 Doctrine
22 Fury
24 Pianist at Ricks
27 Islets
28 'Star Wars"
knight
29 Kitchen appiance
32 More bleak
34 Cash ckspensers
35 Swedish import
36 Rookie socialite
37 Comet features
39 Move to and fro
42 Debate tow

44 Swiss miss
46 Diminishes
48 — -Star
Pictures
50 Eric the Red's
son
51 Lose some
52 Galleon cargo
53 Ink spot
54 Track postings
55 Kangaroo
pouch
56 Blurbs

DOWN
1 Easy houseplants
2 Elite squad
(hyph )
3 Read the — act
4 Hardly any
5 Wahine weicanss

6 Clay-target
sport
7 Went
for the gold
8 Homer epic
9 Kickoff stand
10 Slalom run
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11 Hindu mystic
18 Festoon
20 What's that?
23 Ham on —
25 Juice-based
drink
10

MEM MINI IMM
MI= NMI WM
MIME MMIll iuuu
MEM= MEd=
MOM MAIM Mad
MMEM
MIME= AIM=
MN= &ME
MO dill= diAM
dd.= MEM=
MMEM
ddEll
MEMO dmIl AM=
MEM ME AM

26 First space lab
27 LP successors
28 Nudge
29 Brief craze
30 Country addr
31 Drank
32 Gas pump qty.
33 Headlong
35 Mountain
chain
37 Mark Twain
hero Inds
38 Freeway
cloggm

39 Handle
viith ease
40 Baia good-bye
41 Nice surprise
43 Droop-nosed
fliers
45 Napoleon's
island
46 Tokyo,

E shoguns
47 Oiler
49 Gold Medal
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Wristbands colorfully wrapping
tightly around today's society
Quick, what's the biggest
Taking a hint from
and latest fad to hit the streets
Armstrong, Kentucky head
since jeans were rolled at the
coach Tubby Smith has proankles and kids had razor cut
duced blue bracelets that read
hoes into their haircuts?
"Live Blue."
Not since baseball cards in
The Tubby Smith
the spokes
Foundation, aimed at supportof bicycles
ing at-risk and under-privileged
has one phe- children, is selling the blue
nomenon
bracelets for a little more than
been so
$2. A portion of the proceeds
popular for
are going to the foundation.
the young
"I'm just glad we can do
and old
something," Smith said. The
alike.
(bracelets) signify an attitude of
Unless
caring, sharing and community
you're color that identifies what the
Pigskins a blind, it's
University of Kentucky is all
Peachbaskets highly
about, not just athletics."
The bracelets can be purMichael Dann doubtful
that you
chased
at Dawahare's, which
Sports
haven't seen has local outlets in both Murray
Writer
the yellow
and Paducah outlets.
band
Murray Dawahare's
wrapped tightly around wrists
Manager Kathy Beach has
of today's society. The rubber
already gone through two shipband with attitude, known solements, with just one basket left.
ly as the "Livestrong" bracelet,
She is preparing to place her
has caught America by storm.
third order of bracelets.
The inspirational wristband
"We can't keep them in
is the hottest arm accessory
stock," Beach said. "It's really
since the friendship bracelet,
one of our best-selling small
thanks to the Lance Armstrong
gifts for the holiday season."
Foundation, which sold them
Something so small that
for a single buck to raise money means so much. Isn't that really
to educate people about cancer.
what it's all about?
Coaches. teachers, profesRacing Up The Charts
sional ballplayers, middle
Former Murray State graduschool kids and those at the
ate Kevin Keathley was named
community senior citizens ceninterim coach of the Kentucky
ter have warmed up to the idea
Colonels of the ABA on
of supporting a good cause.
Monday.
Here in the Commonwealth,
Keathley, a 27-year-old
one coach is hoping his attempt
native of Columbia, S.C..
at a good cause doesn't go
replaces Henry Bacon, who had
unnoticed.
coached the expansion team to

a 2-5 record. Keathley, Bacon's
top assistant, coached the team
in weekend victories over
Louisiana and Texas.
Keathley also attended
Eastern Kentucky University
and served as associate head
coach of the professional
Louisville Eagles last season.
Former University of
Kentucky players Anthony
Epps, who played on the 1996
National Championship team,
and Antwain Barbour, along
with former University of
Louisville standout Luke
Whitehead, are three of the
team's 10 players.
A couple former Ohio Valley
Conference players have also
joined the roster. Ramon Taylor
played at Eastern Illinois from
2001 to 2003 and Theanthony
Hayrnon played at Austin Peay.
Kudos
Murray High School soccer
standout Tim Masthay was
named to the All-State team,
along with Mayfield's Patrick
Conyea.
Masthay, who has verbally
committed to play football at
the University of Kentucky next
season, ended his senior soccer
season with 23 goals and six
assists.
• In his career at Murray High,
Masthay kicked in 60 goals and
dished out 21 assists.
The Murray High School
girls' swim team recently captured the Nofsinger Invitational.
Lone Oak's Lance Bowman,
another UK signee, won the
200-meter individual medley
and the 100-meter backstroke.

Ex-Card agrees to deal with BoSox
NEW YORK(AP)— Edgar Renteria is leaving
the Cardinals to join the Boston Red Sox, the team
that swept St. Louis in the World Series.
Two days after losing Pedro Martinez, the Red
Sox lured the All-Star shortstop with a $40 million, fouryear contract, a deal that could
lead to Orlando Cabrera leaving Bostoa - to sigu- with-the-Cardiztais.
Martinez, one of the heroes
of Boston's first World Series
title since 1918, was to be
introduced at Shea Stadium on
444 Thursday, one day after he
Renteria
passed his physical and the
Mets finalized a $53 million,
four-year contract with the three-time Cy Young
Award winner.
Also Wednesday, first baseman Richie Sexson
completed his $50 million, four-year contract with
the Seattle Mariners after passing his physical,
another of the big-money deals in a revived freeagent market.
At a lower level, left-hander John Halama
finalized a Si million, one-year contract with the
AP Photo
Red Sox; shortstop Craig Counsell returned to
Arizona for $3.1 million over two seasons; Richie Sexson smiles at a Safeco Field
Cincinnati agreed to one-year contracts with right- news conference Wednesday after agreehanders David Weathers ($1.35 million) and Ben ing to a $50 million, four-year contract
Weber ($600,000); and St. Louis settled on with the Seattle Mariners.
S600.000 one-year deals with catcher Einar Diaz
New York and Carl Pavan° moved closer to finaland right-hander Al Reyes.
izing the right-hander's $39.95 million, four-year
In the day's only trade, Oakland acquired
contract, a deal that contains a $13 million team
infielder Keith Ginter from Milwaukee for rightoption for 2009.
hander Justin Lehr and outfielder Nelson Cruz.
New York and Jaret Wright agreed his $21 milThe Brewers also agreed to an $800,000, one-year
lion, three-year contract, will have a provision that
contract with third baseman Russell Branyan, who
gives the Yankees the right to void the third season
was eligible for salary arbitration.
if he has a serious shoulder injury during the first
Also, the Yankees and Diamondbacks spoke
two years that causes him to go on the disabled list
about Randy Johnson for the second time in three
for a specified period.
days. although no new proposals were exchanged.

Majerustakes over at USC
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Rick Majerus' new basketball
coaching job comes with a doctor's permission slip.
Given the OK to return to the
high-stress, late-night, eat-onthe-run profession he loves,
Majerus took over Southern
California's underachieving program Wednesday although he
won't be on the bench this season.
Majerus signed a multiyear
contract and will become head
coach April 1. However, he'll
bigin recruiting immediately,
filling the assistant's job vacated
when Jim Saia was promoted to
'riterim coach after Henry
:'bby's firing.
,Last January, Majerus retired
pi! health reasons after 15 sea:oni at Utah. He tried to satisfy
his passion for the sport by analyzing games for ESPN. Then
USC came calling.
"I really missed it," he said.
"It's a Joni Mitchell song,
'Don't it always seem to go, you
don't know what you got 'til it's
gone."'
Famous for a big appetite that
led to bypass surgery in 1989
and forced two other extended

leaves from Utah. the 56-yearold Majerus has battled the
bulge for years.
"My health is good or I
wouldn't do this," he said."Both
my doctors encouraged me to do
it. I wouldn't put anyone, least
of all myself, in harm's way."
Majerus swims a mile daily
and rides an exercise bike.
"Working out has never been
a problem. My problem is I eat,"
he said.
He's got a plan to control his
caloric consumption — hire a
personal chef and buy a house
iather than live in a hotel like he
did during his tenure at Utah.
Clearly aware of Los
Angeles' obsession with looking
good and being fit, Majerus
joked, "I've got to eat where
Jennifer Aniston eats. I got to
find these salad places."
He's less likely to act on
another suggestion: "My doctor
told me to get a love life."
Married briefly in the late
1980s, Majerus' true love affair
has always been basketball.
"1 have a great passion for the
game and I love the game," he
said. "I still have a hall in the
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Banks lists
Murray State
as possible
transfer site
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— Former Tennessee football
player James Banks resumed
smoking marijuana after his
knee surgery this season and
deliberately submitted a diluted
drug test sample before he was
dismissed from the team last
week, according to published
reports.
Coach Phillip Fulmer dismissed Banks, last year's leading receiver, after giving him
several chances to redeem himself.
"I just never thought I would
get kicked off the team," Banks
told The Tennessean on
Tuesday. "I always thought it
would work out. It's my fault
that I got kicked out of here, and
know that. I accept it and now
I have to move on.
"1 owe a lot of people a lot of
apologies, but I let down my
teammates tremendously. We
could have been very good next
year with me in there. I still
think they will be very good, but
I know we would have been better with me in the lineup."
Banks was suspended for the
first half of last year's Peach
Bowl, spring practice and the
first three games of the season
after various incidents. He was
cited this summer for underage
drinking.
His predicament got worse
after his playing days ended
with a preseason injury and knee
surgery on Sept. 3.
That's when Banks began
smoking marijuana again after
quitting earlier.
"I had too much free time. I
know people are going to think I
have a drug problem, but I don't
think I have a problem. Smoking
weed is something I choose to
do, and it happens to be illegal.
It doesn't control me," he said.
A member of Tennessee's
medical staff told Banks last
week there was a problem with
his most recent drug test.
flanks told the newspaper he
submitted a diluted and unreadable urine sample to try to cover
up his marijuana use. He had
already failed one drug test in
his career.
He has already talked to officials at Chattanooga about transferring to the I-AA school,
where he would be able to play
immediately without sitting out
a year. He could join other former Vols Brandon Johnson,
Ovince Saint Preux and Greg
Jones there.
Banks is also considering
Grambling and Murray State.
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
National Football League StasidIngs
All now CST
AMERtCAN CONFERENCE
Emit
W L T Pot
x-New England
12 1 0 923
N.Y. Jets
9 4 0 892
Buffalo
7 6 0 538
Miami
2 11 0 154
South
W I T Pet
x-Indianspolis
10 3 0 769
Jacksonviiie
7 6 0 538
Houston
5 8 0 385
Tennessee
4 9 0 3003
North
W L T Pot
x-Pittsburgh
12 1 0 923
Baltimore
8 5 0 615
Cincinnati
6 7 0 462
Cleveland
3 10 0 231
Weld
W I T Pct
San Diego
10 3 0 769
Denver
8 5 0 615
Kansas City
5 8 0 385
Oakland
4 9 0 308
NA710NAL CONFERENCE
East
W L T Pci
x-Philadelphia
12 1 0 923
N.Y. Giants
5 8 0 385
Deltas
5 8 0 385
Washington
4 9 0 308
South
W L T Pet
x-Atlanta
10 3 0 769
Carolina
6 7 0 462
Tampa Bay
5 8 0 385
New Orleans
5 8 0 385
North
W 1 7 Pet
Green Bay
8 5 0 615
Minnesota
7 6 0 538
Detroit
5 8 0 385
Chicago
5 8 0 385
West
W L T Pet
Seattle
7 6 0 .538
St Louis
6 7 0 462
Anzocia
4 9 0 .308
San Francisco
2 11 0 154
x-clinched dmsion
Saturday's Games
Pittsburgh at N.Y Giants, 12-30 p m
Washington at San Francisco. 4 pm
Carolina at Atlanta, 7130 p.m.
Sunday's Games
Houston at Chicago, noon
Minnesota at Detroit. noon
Seattle at N Y Jets. noon
Denver at Kansas City. noon
Buffalo at Cincinnati. noon
Dallas at Philadelphia, noon
San Diego at Cleveland, noon
St. Louis at Anions 3135 p.m.
New Orleans at Tampa Bay, 3:05 p.m.
Jacksonville at Green Bay, 3:15 p.m.
Tennessee at Oakland, 3:15 p.m.
Baitimore aOndianapoic-F20 pm. Monday's Game
New England at Miami, 8 p.m.
Friday's Games
Green Bay at Minnesota, 2 p.m.
Saturday. Dec 25
Oakland at Kansas City, 4 p.m.
Denver at Tennessee. 7:30 p.m.
Sunday, Dec. 26
Chicago at Detroit. noon
San Diego at Indianapolis. noon
Baltimore at Pittsburgh, noon
Houston at Jacksonville. noon
Atlanta at New Orleans. noon
N Y Giants at Cincinnati, noon
Buffalo at San Francisco, 305 p.m.
New England at N.Y. Jets, 3:05 p.m
Arizona at Seattle. 3:15 p.m.
Washington at Dallas, 3:15 p.m.
Carolina at Tampa Bay, 3:15 p.m.
Cleveland at Miami, 7:30 p.m.
Monday, Dec. 27
Philadelphia at St Louis,8 p.m.

Nabonal Basketball Assocon
Standings
All Times CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Don
W L PM GB
New York
11 11 500
—
Boston
9 12 429 11/2
Philadelphia
9 12.429 1 1/2
New Jersey
7 14 333 31/2
Toronto
4
8 16.333
Southard Division
W L Pet GS
Miami
.17 7 708
—
Washington
12 8.600
3
Orlando
13 9 591
3
Charlotte
5 14 263 91/2
Atlanta
4 18 182
12
Central Division
W L Pct G8
Cleveland
14 8.636
—
Detroit
11 10.524 2 1/2
Indiana
11 10.524 21/2
Milwaukee
6 13.316 6 12
Chicago
5 15250
8
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Southwest Division
W L Pet GB
San Antonio
18 5 783
—
Dallas
15 9 625 31/2
Houston
10 12 455 71/2
Memphis
9 15 375 9 1/2
New Orleans
2 19 095
15
Northwest Division
W L Pct GB
Seattle
18 4 818
—
Minnesota
14 8 636
4
Denver
13 9 591
5
Portland
10 11 476 7 1/2
Utah
10 13 435 81/2
Pacific Division
W L Pct GB
Phoenix
19 3864
—
Sacramento
15 6 714 3 1/2
L.A. Lakers
12 9 571 61/2
L.A Clippers
11 10.524 7 1/2
Golden State
7 15.318
12
Tuesday's Games
Philadelphia 110, Denver 102
Charlotte 94, New Orleans 93, OT
Indiana 108. Atlanta 97. OT
New York 87, New Jersey 79
Sacramento 89, Milwaukee 86
Minnesota 100. Portland 89
Golden State 111. Dallas 107
Utah 93, LA Clippers 91
Seattle 108. L.A Lakers 93
Wednesday's Games
Denver 100, Boston 99
Miami 98, Washington 93
Cleveland 112. Portland 88
Toronto 96, Minnesota 90
Chicago 96, Memphis 88
Detroit 94, New York 93
New Orleans 98 Golden State 89
Houston 92. Atlanta 69
San Antonio 94, Orlando 91
Phoenix 108. Utah 86
Thursday's Games
Cleveland at Detroit,7 p.m.
Milwaukee at Chicago. 7 30-O m
L.A. Lakers at Sacramento. 9 30 p m
Friday's Games
Toronto at Indiana, 6 p m
New York at Philadelphia, 6 p.m.
Utah at Boston. 6 30 p.m.
Portland at Atlanta. 6:30 p.m.
Denver at Miami, 7 p.m.
New Jersey at Memphis, 7 p.m.
San Antonio at New Orleans, 7 p.m.
L.A. Clippers at Minnesota, 7 p.m.
Golden State at Houston. 7:30 p.m
Phoenix at Seattle. 9.30 Om.
Washington at L.A Leiters, 9:30 p.m.

Lakers
From Page 14
while not only backing him, but the school and
the team a well. Andrew Athletics will provide Tshirts and Backyard Burgers will provide food for
the teams.
"Heritage Bank is very excited to be sponsoring the Holiday Classic at Calloway County High
School," Lawson said. "At Heritage Bank, we
believe in supporting the neighborhood, arid the
basketball tournament is one way that we can give
back to the Calloway County community."
Calloway. already out to a 5-0 start, appears to
be the early favorite heading into the tournament.
but people can't discount Union City's 11-0 start.
The Golden Tornadoes, coached by Shane
Sisco, have four players averaging double-digit
points, with the top scorer being Marquis Weddle.

AP Photo

Newly-hired
Southern
California basketball coach
Rick Maierus talks about
his new and former teams
at a news conference
Wednesday on the USC
campus in Los Angeles.
back of my car. 1 wouldn't coach
ever again if I could keep playing."
When he wasn't on ESPN
talking about that night's game.
Majerus compared X's and O's
with the coaches he was covering. They'd urge him to rejoin
their ranks.

4%
•

•

•

a 5-foot-11 junior, who is averaging 25 points per
game.
Union City has jacked up 84 3-pointers in 11
games this season. With a young team that features only one senior, the Tornadoes look to rip
through their bracket of Boyle County (0-3),
Grayson County (2-4), and Kenwood.
Calloway's pool includes Fulton City (2-2),
Bullitt Central (2-3) and Rossview (4-4). The
Hawks have a potential Division I guard in 6-3
James Bolden.
Tickets for the tournament are $6 per session
for adults and $4 per session for children. For
more information, contact the high school at 7627374.
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